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Large Crowd Present To Nominate 82

Students As Prospective Candidates
)in

By BRUCE BROTZMAN
Pos;ibly the largest crowd in the nominating history of San Jose
%fit college gathered in S210 yesterday afternoon, and amid confusion #..nd disorder, managed to call oui the names of 82 prospective
candidates to fill 19 positions of class, Council and court offices.
The names below are only tentative until the Student Council
has checked the requirements and
chosen, one man and one woman,
records of the candidates.
Seniors got the ball rolling early will be contested by Blanche

by nominating for president of Moore, Put Goulder, Melvin
their class: Fred Michels, Don Souza, William S. George, John
Sagehons Russel Benioff, Don La- McBain and Robert M. Smith.
Nominators for the sophs anFaye and Rodney Kelley. Vicepresident: Dorothy Ellis, Warren nounced the candidacy for presiGabrielli, and Frank Horst. Secre- dent: John Giacomazzi, Don’ Camp.
tary: William Pack, and Patricia Mary Braunstein, and Robert
Kern. Treasurer: William Schulz, Galli. Vice-president: Cliff MajerJerry Sanatinetti and Margaret sik, Margaret Murphy, William
Armell, Elizabeth J. Moore and
Bankson.
.
,
Walt Mueller. Secretary: Alice A.
Students-siring for the posi- Brown, Betty June Smith, Beth
tion of senior representative to Calvin, Jacqueline G. Larsen,
serve for a half year are Jack Nancy Hardy and Merri Sauble.
Frederick. Betty King, Belmont Treasurer: William Severns, VirReid, William Watts and John ginia Cox, Cecil Mansfield, Don
Shehtanian.
Knappett. and Kathrsn M. Sprout:The spot of soph representative
Juniors followed by calling out
for president of their class: Dale to the Student Council is being
Brown and Edward Gasper. Vice- asked by Jack Shipe, John Reidy,
president: Don Laclergue, William William Spolyar, Gerald Schmidt
Ernst, Francis McMahon end Wil- and Robert Whitall
ham Francis. Secretary: Marilyn
Freshmen nominees for Council
Miller. RosemarY ,Gonvia
and to serve for one year are Fred N.
s,,fth. vary
David Bowen. ’preasurer: liver r,u,,port, Paw
Dibble and Evathe Hansen.
Louise Carli, and Barbara Qu,eenThe post of junior represents- er. Those wanting to serve in the
live will be contested by Dave same office for one-half year are
Down, Jeanne Kerwin, John Kel- Mildred Michie, Seymour Abrasey, Willard Olsen, Mike Barchi, hams, Don Curry, Louis Gerard,
Herbert Lister and Charles Abild- Bernard Isaacson, Jewel Smialkowski, Thomas Fike, Nancy
gaard.
Two junior justice seats to be Childrey and Ann Lancaster.

Revelries Date
Set for-April;
Rules Revised
tThe RevelriesfoBoardr Reeyesterdaylnes
set
he date
for
April 26-29 and approved with
minor changes a revised draft of
Revelries regulations which was
returned to them this week by the
College Life committee for consideration.
The College Life committee included the fol1taiving changes in
Revelries
_
(1) ’Vetoed diesuggestir,n that
the presidents .iof Panehellenie
and the Inn’- raternIty (’ounon the Revelell be rep
ries Board.
(
(2) Stipulailik that the business manager I must submit ’a
budget to the Student Council at
least one week before rehearsals
begin.
(3) Added a elause making the
business manaler responsible for
all borrowed equipment other than
stage equipmentt
The Revelriek Board accepted
these changes .thd made the following additkisit revisions:
(1) Added to-the Board two
members -at -large, to be appointed
by the Student Council, bringing
the membership of the Board to
ten.
-- (2) Miulk the entire Revelries
Board rather than the Revelries
director alone responsible for
production of the show.

(3) Added an amending clause
to the regulations, providing that
regulations can be revised by a
two-thirds vote of the Revelries
Board with the approval of the
Student Council.
(4) Made the Revelries director
or the Revelries Board sole judges
of ’off-color’ and ’poor taste’ remarks. Departures from the script
in poor taste are punishable by the
Director, the Board, or the Student Court

AWS Members Plan ’Heart’s Delight’
35
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Bill Perry To Assist
Bronzan with Football

By CLIFF DANIELS
Bill Perry, former Spartan athlete, is the new ’assistant football
coach at San Jose State college. Perry’s appointment was announced
yesterday by Glen (Tiny) Hartranft, college physical education director.
The new coach was graduated from State in 1947, after making
a fine name for himself in football. He started playing for San Jose
before the war as a blocking back,
returning a (ter hostilities for two
more seasons. He quarterbacked
- ’the 1947 machine.
MT& Oh Mailing oil

- Crash Victim

1414ff I

Perry, also performed for the track
and basketball teams.
In 1948, Perry went to Campbell Union high school as assistant
football coach, and last year took
over the head mentoring position.
His eleven experienced one of the
finest sensons in Campbell history.
placing second in the Santa tiara
Valley Athletic league.
Perry is 28 years old. married.
and the father of a three year
old daughter, "Rubin.- His wife
is the forme Joyce
who is also a San Jose State

college graduate.
Head Football Coach Bob Bronzari, is estremely happy about the
selection of Perry, With whom he
/ will be working. Perry, in addiDAVID MOORE

tion to his coaching duties, will
handle physical education classes.
and will relieve Ted Mumby of
the intramural athletic program.

Former Student Dean DeVoss
Dies in Plane Crash Defends Fees
forme!,
.

David Gale Moore. 21,
Sian .71sae State college student1 V IrPrOkiry:
and a navy pre-flight midshipmanin the
was found dead Tuesda
Following
discussion by Dean
wreckage of his missing training ,
DeVoss and members of the senior
plane near Pensacola, Fla.
council, at a meeting yesterday, it
Moore’s home was in Menlo was voted tei assess all seniors with
Park, where his mother lives at’ graduation fees, including. those
417 Glenwood avenue. He was a ’graduating in April. The council
student at Saufley field near Pen- also derided to draft a formal
sacola. Twentyrthree search planes !declartition of why graduation fees
combed the area Tuesday after , are necessary and why no seniors
Moore failed to return from a should be exempted.
navigation flight from Saufley
"This is the first year we have
field Monday night.
I had any difficulty. with Senior
Prior to entering the navy-’s fees," Dean J. C. DeVoss told
f1l94ig,h,t mtrooai,neingwapsroagin’an ,in Jan., ; members y[ the council. Payment
engine ringi
I of graduation fees
to be

major at San Jose State college.1 traditional and

He was a member of Blue Key,
Kappa Alpha, active_on, the Rally
and Social Affairs committees and
a letterman in swimming and
water-polo,
Funeral arrangements have not
been made.

UP ROUNDUP.

GmgresS Raises
US Postal Rates

totlight’w "Jack ot I lea it., etpromition ceremonies are A WN members
t o#1#cilipla
(left to right) Joan Merritt, Lynn MacDonald, Barbara Queener, and Joan Brodhead. Festivities will
take place tonight at the Scottish Rite Temple during "Heart’s Delight" valentine’s (lance.
photo by Bob Stone

The House of Representatives
yesterday ’passed a hill raising
postal rates approximately $130,000,000 annually.
The bill, sent to the Senate after
Congressmen passed the measure
by voice vote, will hike postcard
rates from one to two cents.
originally
Truman
President
asked a $400,000,000 boost to help
meet annual postoffice deficits upwards of $500,000,000:

SEEK FEDERAL RULE
Arrests of California hunters

by
Arizona game wardens may force
California to seek a U. S. Supreme
Court ruling on the boundary line
between the two states, according
to State Attorney General Fred
of
heartshaped N. Howser,
ments, in the form
candy, will be served. A valentine
MARCH CANCELLED
theme will be carried out hr
Western ’intelligence officers
and black.
said yesterday- they had received

’Jack of Hearts’ Will Be Crowned Tonight
Heart -shaped bids for "Heart’s
Delight" valentine’s dance will be
on sale throughout the day in the
Library arch, according to Bid
Chairman Wendy Clark. The bids,
selling for $1, may also- be purchased at the Scottish Rite Temple tonight, when the -hop- begins
at 9 o’clock
Bob Russell and his orchestra
will compete with a colorful coronation ceremony for top spot on

the evening’s itinerary. Crowning
of the "Jack of Hearts" will take
place during intermission, when
judges from Hart’s department
store and Spring’s clothing shop
will herald one of the male attendants as "king for ail evening".
"Jack of Hearts" will be crowned
with a gold headpiece, and presented with two merchandise
orders, according to Dance Chairman Lynn MacDonald. Refresh-

The "girl ask boy" dance is an
annual affair sponsored by the
Associated Women Students, and
has been planned this year by a
committee headed by Miss MacDonald and Miss Marilyn Russell.

reports that the Russians had ruled out a schedtded march by
500,000 Communist youths against
West Berlin next* May 28.
The march was cancelled, the
reports said, because the Soviets

dec..ided

has come

is essentially -a
, matter of good sportsmanship."
rxpidining _ttic* necessit,3
ofgraduation
fees,
Mr.
Willia M
Felse, class adviser, outlined the
uses of the assessed nine dollars.
Payment for the diploma amounts
to $2.22, while $1 covers alumni
dues for one year, and $5.78 covers the activity fee, which is payment fo’r the activities of Senior
Week, he said. In the4 Case of veterans, the diploma fee is paid by
the Veterans Administration, he
said.

The Weather
Having become slightly damp as
a result of yesterday’s predicted
sunshine, the forecaster ,predicts
today to be slightly cloudy with-a
few probable sprinkles. Yesterday’s thermometer readings:
ranged from a high of 55 to a low
of 43. Skies were overcast with
a few scattered showers.

4
4
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Ski Weather Good
Spartan ski enthusiasts can espect good skiing weather and favorable driving conditions
?Fits
week-end, the California State
Automobile association reported
yesterday.
Skiing is good at Badger pass
with 85 inches of snow. Roads are
open, but chains are recommended
for cars crossing the pass.
Highway 40 to Sugar Bowl,
Soda Springs and Donner pass is
open, but chains are advisable from
Kingvale to Dormer lake. Highway
50 is clear with chains recommend-
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Mary Frydenlund and Jim Hayes, Co-editors
Bill Simons, Business Manager
Day editor this issue, George McDonald
ADVERTISING STAFF
Millard Richards
Office Manager
Fred -Mired, Beverly
Salesmen
Baier, John Etaldini, John Bardacos, Jack Barringer, Charles Berryessa, Richard Biersch, William Francis, Richard Grant, Ralph
Lamont, Ray Lehmkuhl, Raymond Lyon, Ralph Peterson, Ben
Pettus, Vincent Scampini, Robert Scheid, Rick Schuman; Frances
Sterling, Beth Watson.

Must We March?
San Jose State college’s building programgeared to meet the
needs of an ever-expanding student bodyhas been sabotaged
in Sacramento.
Officials of the Finance and Education departments have been
pressured into a re -allocation of funds earmarked for use here. The
pressure came from paid and unpaid lobbyists for nine other schools
in the state college system,
Our representativesfighting without supportwere told our
building needs would get "top priority" in the 1950-51 budget.
But, we cannot build engineering and music buildings with promises.
Plans for the two buildings were drawn over two years ago.
College officials have fought tooth and nail for a speedy purchase
of sites for their erection. Yet the funds were withdrawn almost as
the foundation was being poured.
Must we march on Seicramento to convince chose in power that
our-program-has-:soffitope

The Spartan Daily today introduces a new feature, "Campus
Quips", to its readers.
"Campus Quips". is the work of
cartoonist Fred Cooper, 22-yearold sophomore art major from
Lodi. Fred has been drawing cartoons since he was in the sixth
grade, having picked up the
"know-how" from his older brother. In Lodi he was cartonist for
the high school paper. His most
recent work is the center spread
on campus parking problems in the
Fall issue of Lyke.
Nor is cartooning Fred’s sole
avocation. He is currently writing
lyrics for the original songs to be
heard in "Low Button Shoes",
forthcoming Revelries production.
Fred is a member of Alpha Gamma art fraternity. He is a vet -

served

in the U. S. Navy.
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By JOYCE CALL
Having the distinction of being the first dog +o reach
omore year on Washington Square, Vicky, "son"’ of Arne

his sophJ. Saari._
_-- ----popular
man=about-the-gpailan
Daily office, Is beginning his
fourth quarter on campus. Talk
about "Mary had a little lamb!"
The rhyme certainly applies to
this duet, better quoted as "Arne
had a little pooch," for rain or
-7tr
shine, five-year-old Vicky accomSAN FRANCISCO (UP).Eastern men prefer Scotch whiskey, pa n les his master to campus every
Westerners prefer bourbonbut women drink more than men and, day.
like anything alcoholic. That the opinion of John H. Hensley, manager
Arlie has’ a rather ingenious
of the Hotel Mark Hopkins’ famous Top of the Mark cocktail lounge. method rigged upto allow blackand-white Vicky a little freedom
Hensley has been catering to people’s tastes for :potable.. for 20 plus two’ shots of Napoleon brandy from being cooped-up in his blue
years and feels he knows a thing and the rest of the glass filled ’49 Ford _all day. Tying one end
or two about drinking.
poured. over of a string to the door handle
with champagne
and the other to a handy tree
"A woman," he said, "will match cracked ice.
enables .Vicky to easily open the
’drink for drink with a man--and
Few Basic Favorites
door and enjoy the liberty of "go then go on and have "lust one
Hensley estimated there are ing out for a break" during his
more’ for a couple of hours after
5,000 possible alcoholic combina- all-day session.
her escort quits.
You usually can find Vicky sta"They drink anything alcoholic. tions. Top of the Mark sticks
The stronger the better. They pretty much to 150 basic cocktails tioned on San Carlos street near
seem to prefer Martinis, Boiler- -although Hensley said the fav- the Spartan Daily office.
makers or Scotch or bourbon ’on orites with bar habitues every"Last spring quarter Vicky
where are Martinis, Manhattans,
the rocks’ (over ice cubes).
knew where each of my classes
whiskey
sours
and
Tom
Collins.
Mix Their Drinks
was located and often would
One of the most popular
"Not only that," he sighed,
show up at my classroom door.
hey mix their liquor, too. Start drinks in the sky room bistro is
Such intelligence:" he said with
on gin, switch to bourbon and top non-alcoholic. Made of fresh
pride.
and
Juice*
fruit.
and
ginger ale
It off with
"This perr pdp, WhoCITX"tr-turt-especially for teen-agers who
The so-called weaker sex also
gled with a skunk and got the
frequent the lounge, the Mark
specializes in consuming, In
worst of It --served Ps
watchdog
once called it the "Shirley
great quantities, the fancier
and pal to workers it the Willow
Temple."
drinks, Hensley said. The "SunGlen high school last summer
set," a Mark special with vodAfter Miss Temple divorced her Iwhere Arne was employed mixing
ka, lime juice and fresh straw- husband,. John Agar, the hotel de- plaster.
berries, is a female favorite.
cided the name no longer was.ap"You might call him my shad"But the one they- like best," propriate and that the movie at
ow,’ AæihnijgEd"were conHensley said, "is the_ ’*itint Peters- was a bit mature for the bobby-cornpant9nit.4’
burg’."
sox set. So the drink Was changed
large
in
a
The St. Pete,.made
Arne foiled a potential’ "scoop"
to the "Shari Robinson," the name
brandy snifter glass, is a wicked of another young Hollywood star- news story when he told Daily re- concoction of two shots of Grand let.
porters that "they’d never get a
Marnier a liqueur which tastes a
’man bites dog’ story from me!"
brandy,
like orang,esflawrect
Ø
1111.
1I
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’Upsetting’. Book;
;Lady Misses Yarn

make a good subject for -an interview-feature story and, at the
same time, they could get sonic
biographical information about the
young man.
’
Is your name William Johnsonl
By ROSS MASSEY
Mr. Gould referred the letter
or Robert Miller? If so, it probHave you ever thought to yourMrs..Henrieta
and novel to
ably ’causes a lot of confusion in self that
given the opportunity,
there
because
Young, who along with her husoffice,
personnel
the
you would be able to recognize
band was operating a newspaper
are five other students at San great books
and plays? Such a
that Mr. Gould owned In Pacific
Jose State college who answer to first was the
privilege
qf
Mrs.
Grove.
the same name. Some of them Henrietta
Young,
a
young
woman
Before attempting the intereven have the same middle initial. editor,
hi
1935. It happened this
View, she read the book. The
If you haven’t met that new girl way.
author described certain Mexican
across the aisle yet, there are
Mr. William E. Gould, associate tortures such as tying a man in
three chances out of 40 that her
name is either Smith or Johnson- - professor of journalism at San, the nude to a post and turning a
with a greater chance of it being Jose State college, was editing the yearling Ioose, as well as other
Santa Cruz,Mornihg Sentinel, in earthy customs of the Mexicans.
Smith.
Anderson, 41 of Them, have the 1935, when he received a letter This upset Mrs. Young so that she
third most common name at from Hartcourt, Brace & company, had no interest in meeting the
school, with the Millers, Williams- publishers.
author. She forgot the hiterview
The letter explained that little altogether.
es, Browns, Nelsons, and Wilsons
was known of a new author, whose
following close behind.
"Tortilla Flat" hit the bookOther popular last names for novel they were publishing, except stands
year and
later
that
students are Jones, Moore, Mar- that he was living in the Pacific launched the brilliant career of
Grove area and he was wqrking John Steinbeck. Needless to say,
tin and Thompson
Believe it or not, with 8,000 for the W.P.A. there. The pub- Mrs. Young missed an outstanding
sasidents,those is not-one Astougispe. photon telt that the author
would . interview,
.
?

know Why Names
Get Mixed Up?

1

Dog Begins Soph Year
On Washington Square

Top-o’-tite-Mark Manager Says
C’ ls Are Greater Guzzlers

Cartoonist Begins
New Feature

F

Arne Saari (right), San Jose
State college journalism student,
is pictured reading over the
Spartan Daily with his pal,
Vicky, who accompanies Arne
to school every day. Five-yearold Vicky is well-known to many
Spartan students. He often frequents Arne’s classrooms.
photo 13 illidenbrandt

+ Gift of-Chimes Changes
Bell Ringing Tradition
_.*__JACK._HADDOIsL
_-

Eve 111tCardy. I
Draniatizes-- ’At-Tourney

Two-Ton Bell Cast In 1881
’

,

ihav
-^

Evelyn McCurdy, who wit h
It had long been the tradition’ at Son Jos. State college for eight
other SJ§C students will
members of the junior class to climb up to the small tower above Dean compete in the Western Speech
Pitman’s office and ring the old bell housed there as the seniors Association itudtational--todr
melt- at-- UCLA tomorrow, has
fjaccalaurepte,Serviee.
motObe&tit
chosen for her dramatic reading
VASucia*Was the case when Dti Robot D. Rhodes, adviser to the a selection -from "Slireetear

class of ’48, and a small party. of
members of that class eltmbet foul-Net across aturthfee ihes
the class of thick at the striking point. It cost
4viip to ring the bell
’45 marched to graduation.
$1217.13.
After they had climbed up int&
Cast in 1881 and, hung in the
the tower they toiind many names old school, the bell was rung
chalked on the ’inside of’ the bell regularly at 8 a.m. until the earth arid, in traditional ananner, they .quake of 1906 destroyed the
too procnedek to w r i tle- their school. The bell was rehung in
names. Over the years a. good 1910 wheir.the neiv building. was
" many names have appeared on erected and rung only on special
the bell. Among the names will occasions.
,
be noted that of Dr. Rhodes, in
Traditionally, the bell -was rung
--4,he-upper1ett hand ’coiner; Dave when the senior* marched to Bac-7:Webster who headed theliettling- alaureate service s, to open
Ing expedition that year as a rep- Soardi Gras, for occasional memresentative of the junior class: orial services, and on Senior sneak
also strangly enough, the names day.
of a few girls. Most of them are
In the days when the seniordated 1945, the year mentioned.
Sneak day was in vogue gm_
That, according to Dr. Rhodes, Inniors
would send a maw
was due to the war years when
ring the bell when Mei .Tiffs::
there were only a few men gnitovered that I the --seniors had dents in .the c 1 a s’s and many
left, Often the bell would .be
women.
’rung for an hour at a time,
It is very possible that this bell %vhile the Juniors organated :to
ringing jaunt was a prime factor search for the seniors. In -1936
In the choice of a gift from the the Sneak was abahdoned by
class of ’46 to the school.
the students because it had becoaie too rough; and- the bat
The striking hammer for the
was kept for more serious
bell had not be en properly
duties.
mounted so it was necessary
_ ,for,.. the. _hal enters._ to._ /WU_
During .the recent ,war... anattheir ears with cotton and carry tempt_ was made to mount the
a Mechanics h tam e r with striking hamrneTse That the bell
which to strike the bell. The could be used as an alarm signal.
difficulty involved In doing all This plan failed however, because
of this undoubtedly Impressed of the bell’s weak mounting bracthe class. The. following year kets and the lack -of Space for
the chum of ’46 presented the the hammer.
Fichool with the tower chimes
W.th the irstallation of - the
that we now hear throughout new tower chimes, the old bell
the day.
’:ecame obsolete and only a few
The massive bronze bell, weigh- students now remain who can reing approximately two tons, is member hearing it’s tones. _
-

Named Desire."
-’’Evelyn will read a speech by
Blanche, main character in the
play, in which she recalls her
dead husband and larhents the
ruin of her life.
"I. have chosen this selection
beceuse I feel that it’ r e v-e a le
Blanche in her true character,"
the talented student said. "I Interpret her not as a bad women
but as a tragicfigure, to be pitied
rather than condemned."
Other students attending the
UCLA tournamdnt are entered in
the
extemporaneous
and
impromptu contests. They are Louis
Walker, Willis ’Morris, Jim Bell,
Sam -Darti, John Gregory, NorElrod, Jhn Maynard, and
Giynclon Riley.
*2.11t1iss Marie Carr and Mr. WitIsuick will Attend the tournaiaiit.as judges.
’
The group leaves today for the
southern university and will return
. _ to San Jose Sunday.

The old bell, cast originally in
1884, Is housed in the small bell
tower above Dean Pitman’s office. It weighs about two tons.
photo by Haddon

Noted Actor
Appears Here

By MARGOT MILLER
The cowboy, the Chinaman, the
Irishman, the woodsman, the gypsy, and even the college professor
are among the characters who
will be portrayed by Vincent G.
Burns, colorful American dramatist, when he appears on the stage
By JIM CAPUTO.
of The LittleTheater neif-TuesDirecting her favorite play is day evening at 8:15 o’clock.
a wish come true for Miss
The One Man Theater presenElizabeth Loeffler. director of tation is being given at the college
"Taming of atm Shrew," which is free of charge, Mr. Ted Balgoonew playing an eight -day run in yen, speech and drama instructor
the Little Theater. Shakespeare’s in charge of the program, anbattle of the sexes could not find nounced- yesterday.
a more enthusiastic admirer than
Burns is a versatile stage perthis pretty drama instructor who sonality who conducts serious lecplayed the lead role
Katherina tures as well as poetic readings
while a student, at the University and character sketches. He is a
eiyashingt9o;
’’’""__430e.t_ _in _his own _right, his
Opening night found the cur- known work being "I’m in Love
fain unfoliting .on one of the. with Life.
- - -Most elaborate_ college .produe-_,_ "Burns-has_ won___nationai_
tions of Shakespeare’s comedy, claim for his poetic interpretaMiss Loeffler ex:thane&
rims And his masterful perform"The costurnes.by Miss Berneice ances in costume. Petit miss his
Prisk are truly the most beautiful appearance at San Jose State col;
I have seen ia.a college Shakes- lege," Balgooyen said.
pearean .production," she said.
"This pray demands color and
movement, and the elaborate costumes against t h.e magnificent
settings by J. -Wendell Johnson
give it just that," Miss Loeffler
Mrs. Lacia Ferguson of the
remarked.
II
"Taming of file Shrew" is Miss Library staff returned to her duLoeffler’s first local production ties Wednesday after an absend
of a Shakespearean play. Prev- of more than three weeks, Miss
iously she had directed only com- Joyce Backus, librarian, announced yeatprrssy
edies in the Little Theater.
Mrs. Ferguson has been reCOVComing to San Jose State three
years ago, this drama instructor ering from an attack of pneuthe hearts of theater-goers monia since Jan. 15.
when she played opposite Dr.
James Clancy in the faculty pro.’
duction of Molnar’s. "The Guardsman."
There’s no minimum balance
--Beforc---cumi,4 to -San J oas f‘
reglit7iTWi monthly service
Ale Avfe---atisociote
charge. You merely buy ten
N
blank checks for $1.00, use
director of the Seattle "Rgpertory
them like any other checks,
-playhouse. Later, she taught draand when they are gone,
matics at St. Mary-of-the-Wooils
§Itql
you get fen more.
college and Griiinell _college _In
1945 Miss Loeffler helped found
the Seat
directed a young acting group interested in p,roducing original’
of San Jose
scripts.
Cere hq
Member Federal Depasit In
Although the final curtain does
0501-1141,3
not come down on "Taming of the
this
o’clock
10:30
Shrew" until
evening, Miss Loeffler ’is busily
preparing the broadway hit "The
Corn is Green." This story’ of a
tWelsh miner’s son who wins a
Rhodes scholarship will be presented May 4 - 10.
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Shrew’ Director
Admires Settings

of.

STERLIN6 YOU WILL
CHEWS* ALWAYS

Names Adoniliiside of Bell 41

Here is the potter’s
you have waited for!
Refreshingly new,
delightfully

chorming. It’s
solid silver
by LUNT.

Ferguson Returns
To Library Staff

won

Pay -As -You -Go Checksob

TheFirst-Nati onal Bank

a

pt

r,
g.

An inside view of the hell shows
a portion of the collection of
names chalked on the walls of
’ the hell by students and-Instructors who passed through San Jose
State college in former years.
photo by Haddon

DIERKS
DONUTS AND COFFEE
SANDWICHES
371 West San Carlos

e7Roie

Shop

Special

Introductory
Offer
FOR ONE WEEK ONLY

Flowers will"}
Willow Glen

Prices for Group Orders ’

LAUNDERETTE

FREE DELIVERY402 South First Si,

FIRST & SAN FERNANDO

ONE 9-lb load washed
and fluff dried.

(Gay Theatre Building)

"If you "can’t say it Our

etveter3
N -and JUNG

Our Gift to You
with this AD

JERRY LIND

CLIFF MOORE.

L VA.N

q

Phone CY 4-7534, Nite

8-4293

874 WILLOW STREET

CY 3-0866
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DSCFraternity
To Stage Dance
At Alpine Park

,S)ociety Cyclorama
Kappa Alpha Thetas Open
Sorority Social S-eason
The sorority soda season at San Josa’State college will get under
way this Friday night when Kappa Alpha Theta sorority presents its
annual pledge dance.
_
I
The affair, to be held at the
.Mira Vista country club in Richmond, will be formal. Members,
pledges, and guests will dance ’to
-Thastc-of
orchestra from 9 to 1 a.m. Special
gifts will be presented to the
pledges.
A buffet dinner will be held at
the home of Miss Deborah Downer
preceeding the dance.
Chaperones for the affair will
be Dr. Frederick Graham, Miss
Edith Grave s, Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Gallagher, and Mr. and
Mrs. Downer.
Miss Deborah Downer is the
general chairman in charge of
arrangements for the dance. Other
members of the committee are:
Bonnie Von Wald, Pat Turner,
Betty Cicerone, and Jean Jorgensen.

1 ’ww’716
I

w ilson-Fader
Wed Recentty
In San Jose

Lighted tapers illuminated the
Methodist church at the wedding
of Miss Eva Wilson and Jerry R.
Fader. Fader is a San Jose State
college student.
The bride, daughter of Mr._ and
Mrs. Charles Wilson of Sap Jose,
was attired in white satin. Her
tulle veil was caught in place with
a seed-pearl coronet. She wore
matching mitts and carried a
ivhite Bible with orchids and satin
streamers.

Mrs: Agnes Wilson was the
bride’s only attendant, and Ray
Hackett was best man. The new
Miss Annette Harelson of Sac- Mt. Fader wore a navy blue suit
ramento recently announced her with matching accessories for the
engagement to Edsel Jorgeson, Wedding trip to San Francisco.
graduate student at San Joie
The benedict, who is majoring
State college.
in economics, is the son of Mr.
The bride-elect is the daughter and Mrs. W. A. Fader of Mt.
of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Ancil Vernon.
liarelson. The future benedict is
from San Luis Obispo.
A spring wedding is in the offing
for the young couple.

Betrothal Revealed

Tau Delta Phis
Elect Officers

= CHURCH
DIRECTORY
TRINITY EPISCOPAL CHURCH

Second and St. John Streets
Sunday, 8:00 m.Holy Communion
8:30 m.Church School
11:00 .m.Morning Prayer and Sermon
7:30 p.m.Canterbury Club
Rev. Howard B. Scholten
Chaplain to Episcopal Students
Phone CYpress 3.7153

GRACE LUTHERAN CHURCH
(United Lutheran Church in America)
Rev. Clarence F. CrouseruAls--1459 E. Julian St.
Sunday, 9:45 a.m.Church School
II am.Morning Service by pastor:
7 p.m.Ltdhor League.

!--f-tRST CHRISTIAN-CHURCH
80 S. 5th Strut
11:00 a.m.Morning Services
Rev. Franz.
70 01

-Christian Youth
Fellowship

FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH
Ress.-Clarence R. Sands, Pastor
lltdattirittart. Pastor’s Assistant
Seasessoi-wl San Antonio Streets
TIMES OF WORSHIP
Sunday, 11:00 a.m., 7:30 p.m.
9:30 a.m. High Collegiate
Dept. of Church School
Wednesday, 7:30 p.m.
Prayer Meeting
.

Lawrence Strain ’was recently
elected grand magistrate of Tau
Delta -PM, men s
norary. ac
astic fraternity. Other new officers are: Louis P, Frangione; magistrate; Keith McFadden, master
of records; Robin Pettengill, master of finance; and Thomas E.
Wempe, master of entrance. Outgoing grand magistrate is Bill Oltmann.
Members of tHe group are wearing new red and white jackets this
quarter, with the "tower" motif
inscribed on the insignia. Bob
Clark, alumnus, designed the insignia.

--At-Capp’s creation
Dogpatch
comes to
life Saturday when
Delta Sigma Gamma fraternity
sporisors-11-111171nal Sadie
Alpihe ’Park
Hawkins’ dance
The affair, which attracted
nearly 500_persons last year, will
carry out the Deigpateh motif,
with ifitiisy Macs and L’il. Abners
prgmenading to the modern music
of Claude Wilson’s bind.
Dance Chairman Bob Kissick rej
pone that Marryin* Seim, characterized by DS G Alumnus Greg
McGregor, will be available for
wedding rites.
Harry Powers’and Don Siemons,
in charge of decorations, recently
received materials from..Sadia-.
44,swiciite--cruator.,-A1 Capp. They
plan to create an authentic mountain settlement with appropriate
props and wall murals.
Dress for the affair is Dogpatch
styles. Oldtimers are looking forward to the well-mixed "kickapoo
joy juice" with its ingredients
known only to the chief mixers.
Admittance to the barn dance
will be by bid. The activities begin at 9 n’elock_s_nd_ come to a
close at 1 aril.
Mr. Norman Dollof and Dr. Earl
Campbell, ’advisers of. Delta Sigma
ESCAPING THE
of Daisy Maes "Gadgl" Hicks, Gamma, are expecting to visit
left, and Nancy Martin, are (I. to r.) Clyde ZIrbel, Jim Smith, and "Dogpatch" in proper costume.
the fraternity from
Alumni
Sherman Schroder, members of Delta Sigma Gamma fraternity
ints have sent word that
Points
d
which is sponsoring its second annual Sadie Dawkins’ barn dance
Ithey plan to attend the affair.
:
tomorrow even
evening-at Alpine Park
Photo by Hildenbrant.
-

currottEs

"Tonight At 113-0"--

Townsmen Trio to Entertain
At Kappa Kappa Gamma Dance
The Garden Room of Hotel Casa
Del Rey in Santa Cruz has been
chosen as the site ol.-dthe Kappa
Kappa Gamma sorority pledge
dance on Friday,. Feb. 17.
Thirty-seven neophytes will be
honored at the annual semi -formal
Delta Chi chapter event.
,"The Townsmen Trio", local
COM
present Music for the
evening’s dancing. e
A large floral key, symbol of
the fraternity, will be centered
on the dance floor . Varied floral
bouquets will complete the decorations.
Arta Jo Price plans to introduce the pledges to college guests
and KKG alumni patrons.
Doreen Challen is, chairman for

the event. Dorothy Beall, chapter
social chairman, is assisting Miss
Challen with the arrangements.

Fiat Pledges Five
Kappa Alpha fraternity pledged
five men in formal ceremonies at
the chapter house Monday evening.
KA pledges are Fred Davenport, Bill Codiga, Warreh Hirrison, Al Van Aman, and Buzz
Thiebaut.
Bruce Summers will be pledgemaster for the group of neophytes.
Pledge projects assigned by the
fraternity to the KA yearlings include painting the recently revamped basement and landscaping
tfie chapter house back yard.

Carol leanNelsom
Reveals Beirothal

ANDREE’S
Drive-In Restaurant
(Across From Civic Auditorium)
SAN CARLOS and ALMADEN STS.
Dinner
Breakfast Lunch
Try Our Famous
Bar-B-Cued Spare Ribs
850
with Special Sauce
Home -Made Chili with
100
Fresh Ground Beef
French Fried
85
Prawns
ANDREE’S SPECIAL
Home -Made Apple Dumpling
25e
with hot rum Sauce
25e
Deep Dish Pies
Open Every Day, 7:30 a.m. ’till I a.m.
Fri.-Sat. till 3 a.m.Car Service

.

HEARTS
AND
FLOWERS

Natalie Beiter
Reveals Betrothal

-4)

KEN’S PINE INN
Breakfast
Dinner
Lunch

FEB. 14th

Missionary Talks

Members of Kappa Phi, national Methodist women’s organization, were entertained recently
College Age Group:
"Senior B. Y." 6:15 Sunday evenings. at the home of Dr. Viola Lantz
The group has wide awake meetings for their annual charm program.
each Sunday night. Outside speakers
Dr. Lantz, a medical missionary
are brought in from time to firm’. A
variety of social activities is scheduled in China for many years, talked
throughout the school year. Ono Sun- about China and showed the many
month the group goes to
day
souvenirs she had collected on her
Odd Fellows Horne to hold services. trips. Co-sponsors Miss Doris K.
activitins
The group also sponsors other
Robinson and Mrs. Belle Moore
as the need arises.
were in charge.

9.17

,

Plans for a semi -formal dance
to be held soon are being made
The engagement of Miss Carol
by the group.
Jean Nelson to Ross Jacobson
was announced recently by the
bride-elect’s parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Eugene E. Nelson.
Miss Nelson is now a student
at San Jose State college. She
was graduated from Lincoln high
A large gold bell setting on a school.
five-pound box of candy announced
Jacobson, the son of Mr. and
the engagement of Natalie Reiter Mrs. Conrad
Jacobson, is from
to Hadley Ervin at a recent meet- Carmel. He was graduated from
ing of Alpha Chi Omega sorority. Nebraska schools
and now is atMiss Reiter is the daughter of tending San Jose State college.
member -of Alpha Eta
Mr. and
Beiter of
Honolulu. She is a senior, major- Rho fraternity.
The couple have set no date for
ing in interior decoration and was
graduated from Colorado Woman’s their wedding.
college in 1948.
The prospective benedict is also
a senior and is majoring in business administration. Ervin is from
Palo Alto, and is affiliated with
Kappa Alpha fraternity. The wedding is planned for next December.

MARCH

THE PERFECT VALENTINE
Ii
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Flowers

Free

By

Delivery

Wire
World -Wide
TRY OUR SPECIAL SALADS
FOR TEMPTING GOODNESS
255 S. 2nd

(Since

1886)

Famous for
Fine Flowers

CYpress 2-8312

in
San Jose

’
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Six Eta Epsilons
Delta Upsilon Heralds
Will Attend Meet DSP Fraternity
Seven Neophytes Sunday On Davis Campus Holds Smoker
Formal initiation ceremonies for San Jose chapter Of Delta
At Local House
Upsilon fraternity pledges will be held Sunday afternoon, February 12,
Student Ilaicn o’i Sem Jose State college,

at 2:30 o’clock in the

Si.’ members of , Eta Epsilon,
San Jose State college chapter of
Delta Sigma Phi fraternity
the American Home Economics
association, leave today for a staged its second. smoker of the
.three-day convention- at--the--1.414-- -ipieetee-Mond
versity of California at Davis. It ter house. The fraternity
:enterwill be the 6th annual IVorkshop
17 guests.
of Province 15, including colleges tamed
DuSty.Rhode, and Bob Maxwell,
in southern California and Nevada.
past -president-of--the Delta Sigm
Purse of the meet’ is fo
change ideas amongthe 13 college Phi chapter at USC were the
home economics clubs which will principal speakers.
be represented. "Corral Careers"
The fraternity presented a
is the theme of the convention, "Hobo -Jungle" party
at the chapand- several social affairs- followor Wouse ’Saturday night. This
big this idea have been planned..
Miss Gladys- Nevenzel, faculty was the first DSP party at the
adviser for the Seri Jose group, new house.
Bill Woodflint and Joan Crosswill accompany them to the meet.
Students attending rre: Bonnie ’ Man were crowned king and queen
Meyers, Edith James, Jeanne Mur- of the hobos and --were hondred
.-- _ .
phy, Sonja-eattberg, Ertitia Eder uthgiLts
George Schirle, social chairman,
and Mary Lou Backman.
Last year the convention was presided .as the "Big Bum." Mr.
and Mrs. Edward ’W. Clements
held on the San Jose campus.
were patrons.

according to Ed Mosher, cluilrman
for the ’day. Seven pledges will s
become members before an expeeted group of 90 alumni and
.
act iv e members.
it/if!
S
SelCe
J. C. Grimes, traveling repreis-entative --fOr--_,the national Ira-ternity, will deliver the charge.
"
Grimes. who was scheduled to
visit tne group later in ’the week,,
A meetinft of Sigma K ppa
consented to participate in the
Moth,r’s club was held Feb. 4- at
-formal_rites. He will be assisted
house at 168
by
Kinkead, Howard Brown; the swor-’s chapter
S. Eirhth i.treet.
Otis Baldwin and Hollis Lowe..
Nev: rffkers v.-ercr elected at the
Following the initiation, a reMeeting
and a new project for the(
’ ception will be held at the chapter
house at 294 S. Fourth street from club %vas decided upon. A mirror
3’3G
-pimMose Than.a..console tshle for the hall
guests are expected to attend. The will be the club’s new endeavor.
Delta Upsilon Mothers’ club_ will
The present project is a linen
be hostess for the affair.
tablecloth for the dining room of
In the evening, Lou’s Village the chapter house.
will be the scene of a banquet for
The newly elected officers are:
the new members. Pledges who
M. Winning, San
Mrs:Florence
will become members_ are: Don
_Brown. George Coakley, John Her- Franesco, president; Mrs. C. H.
Bob Custer will feature an inzeg, N,’incent La Coste, Harry Bleivett, Lodi. vice president; Mrs. terview with Mr. Walt Williams,
Moore and Jerry Nelson.
M. McDiarmid, Fairfield, record- Spintan baseball coach, end songs
by Jim Borba on his Campus CarRobert Schatz is president of ing secretary: Mrs. Charles T.
avan program over station KLOK,
the San Jose chapter and 411 as- Plough, Palo Alto, corresponding
aired between 9:30 and 11:00 a.m.,
sist Mosher with the day’s activ- secretary;, Mrs. D. J. Guenther,._
Saturday.
ities.
treasurer; Mrs. J. E. Steele, Palo
Campus Caravan is directed to
Alto, parliamentarian; and Mrs. San Jose State college students.
F. R. Averbach, Campbell, hos- The show is built around refordings, campus news. sport. briefs,
pitality chairman.
and interviews with noted Wash _. Mothers of new pledges will be :mitten-square-I res.
sent invitations to the club’s nee.
-meeting which will be held April 1;

E Mothers Club
cers
At Sororit\ House

rlob

Custer Airs Show

Bridge Tourney.
Meets- ’Thursday--To Select Finalists

Student-bridge players from San
Jose State college will compete in
a preliminary tournament at the
Studeet Union Feb. 16 at 8 p.m-.
The eight finalists will enter a national contest, sponsored by the
National Collegiate Bridge Tournament committee, in which- more
than 350 colleges anci universiocs.

Blue Bookings
TONIGHT
AWS Heart’s Delight dance,
Scottish Rite Temple (9-to 1).
Theta
pledge
Alpha
Kappa
device, Mira Vista Country
Club (9 to 1).
. - SATURDAY
DeRa. ’Sigma Gamma Sadie
Hawkin’s dance, Alpine Hall
(9 to li.svN
DAY
Sigma Alpha Epsilon joi n t

luncheon. Stanford i12, to 5).
Suns ni yr C

rses

Universrty of Madrid
-Study and Travel
ARARE opportunity to cujoy
memorable tospericucca ill
learning and living! For students,
teachers, others yet to discieker fascinating, historical Spain. Courses
include Spanish language, art and
c u I titre. Interesting recreational
program imiu414141.
For details, write now to

SPANISH STUDENT TOURS
500 Fifth Ave., New York 18, N.Y.

Have Your Next Organization Banquet of

"Known for Good Food"
17 E.

Santa Clara St.

Ex-Spartan Pair
To Wed in Library
The South Palo Alto Library
Hall ,will be the scene of the Wed,ding of _Miss Penny Farnsworth to ’
Elmer B. Mattson, tomorrow evening at- -7 p.m.’ Both were graduated from Sen Jose State college
in 1949. where Miss ’Farnsikorftr
majored in -commercial art end
bridegroom majored in industrial
arts.
Two San Jose students will participate in the ceremony: Miss
Jeannie Glade as bridesmaid and
John DelSecco as best man. The
Rev. R. Marvin Stuart will perform the ceremony.
After -a reception, the couple
will take a wedding trip to Mt.
Rose and Reno. They will live in
Palo Alto.

arc participating.

_

5

According to Dr. H - _Murray
Clirfc. this is the first year SJSC
has entered the tourrament.. "The
eight finalists will play prepared
hands sent to me by the National
Committpe," Dr. Clark explained.
"This puts the play on a.,duplicate
basis. assuring equal thence to all
contestants throughout the country," he continued. Dr. Clark asserted that the 16 winning teams
from the nation will be invited to
Chicago in April, with all expenses
paid, for the final tournament.
-Twenty-two st u den t s have
signed up for the preliminary
finalists will
-:
."
play Feb. 23. Duke Deras, of thel
Social Affairs committee, arranged!
the campus players’ entrance
the national tourney. Dr. Bert
Morris will assist Dr. Clark in
at the contests.
offiriatink
-

a
Leather Craft ’Shop

Delta Theta Omega
To Hold Ski:right,
Delta Theta Omega fraternity
mentbers end their guests will
travel to the snow country on their
fifth annual "Ski-Tight" next Friday to spend a weekend at ,the
Donner Ski ranch.
"Ski-Tight" was first held in
’1946 by the DTOs and has been a
traditional event on the fraternity
docet ever since.
An auto caravan will take 20’
couples snowward Friday’ evening.
The group will stage a party at
Doi-Liter Summit lodge Saturday
night, and return to San Jose

f

Complete line of
Craft Tools
anti Lecrther-;:-.----:
WALLETS
HANDBAGS
BELTS

^

Made to Order.

LET US HELP
YOU GET STARTED
73 E. SAN ’FERNANDO
CYprens 3-6624

. the fun fabric for playtime wear!
Arrive at coastal or dude ranch
points duded-out in our 2-piece blue
denim western skirt and blouse
stitched with sunset red. Model,
Mary Lou Gardner.
.

Skirt, $4.98

Chalet Cale
NEWALL

37 WEST SAN CARLOS
Hart’s

Blouse, $2.98

Sportswear Second Floor

NEW

SMORGASBORD " LUNCHEONS

75t
You help yourself to as mucfi as you want from dozens of salads
and relishes Then tames the hot entree, dessert -and drink.

SMORGASBORD DINNERS $1.00
Comphor with soup, entries,. dessert end drink.

ara
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RICHARD KATHY
Exchange Editor
This little yarn has to-, do,
with a KAI who just "Cahgt -say no." It happened recently at
Michigan State college. A fells
publicly spanked a coed for date
log too many different men:
_ The two-timing gal v-Vas19-yeer._
old Barbera Lampton, while .one
Art Miller, 23, administered the
paddling before a campus gathering.
Loves ’Em All
The irate Miller, a senior from
Chicago, claimed that Miss Lampton, was "lighting too many fires’
and dating too many boys iUl e
same time. When he punished
Barbara, he declared that she was
dating one guy in the afternoon,
another at night, and- was standin’ him up.
Miss Lanipton, in. a most unfriendly voice, retorted:
"I’ve got a bonfire going right
now and an ’hot bothering with
little blazes anymore. I’m dating
sor:leone - and his name is ’not
Meier."
Oh, yes. There’s something
I’ve neglected to mention. Miller
Is engaged to a student nurse at
the University of Illinois’ Medical .School.

tenni .opc. Whee he sees his
fiancee I’ll bet he gets hem,
thing or other slapped."
Ailether raale raeniber_ took_
different view, "as long as he’s
bigger -than she is-,
a perfect riehtsto spank her All women
need a spanking et one, Wise or
anothet:," he said.
.
Futile Feudalism
One little coed spoke up. She
said spealtngs are putclated. She
alliterated, "It’s fantastic futile
feudalism."
Said A sister-coed, "The man is
obviously feebleminded. but I can’t
urideFstand why they advertise it
with headlines."
There’s no moralto this little
diepatch. LeVs just hope in passing that what a Michigan State
Spartan uhdertook to do will not
influence a San Jose Spartan to
do. But if this does happen here
let Poor Richard know in advance. These stories are always
better with pictures.
Here’s a brief. From Purdue
University. John L. Lewis is giving the students a bad time. "Operations," , the Daily Exponent
states. ’were once more halted
at the Union." I I guess that’s
t e tuient
men.)
t any ra e,
the lights went out again at the
Unnt-has at Purdue for the
second time in several wgeks. Upon inquiring as to the reesons for
the blackouts, it wes discrivered
that old John L. Lewis himself
yeas to blame,

Money in Used Texts
But Not for SU Students
SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY.-There’s money in used textbooks, but the students aren’t gett:ng it.
At the beginning 9f every semester students bring their books in good faith to campus bocerstores.
They receive about Offi-third end not more than 20_percent of the original price of.the bock at the Corner
the Booli-talr
The Corner Store is selling these books back to the students at 150 percent to 200 percent profit.
For example, as shown in the
accompanying chart, a journalDowntown stores pay about the
a $3 diplomatic history book
Jam book, "Newsmen At Work!!,inv..
Is worth ’75 cents et-the Bookstall. same -Fri the Corner Store, howwhich originally costs $4.75, -A French book entitled. "Prome- ever, they sell them at one-third
would bring the owner $1.:10 at nade’t,itteraire" will not be taken off which eventually benefits the
the Corner Store. The same at either store.
7.
I students.
batik would be re-sold for $3-75,
BOOK LIST
. Bookstall Profit .
;-ThUtob’kertill-htiW-1818AU tile tato-ilia-books were purchnied-iiew at the benFli ng of
lot Si and sells it for $3.56, a the fall term:
profit of ’256 percent.
Book Stall
Corner Store
The familiar process is to tell Title and Author
Orig. Price Buy-Sell-Profit Buy-SO-Profit
the student that the book he
wishes to sell will not be used in. Newsmen at Work,
$4.75 31.50-$3.73-130c; 31.00-$3.36-256’-;
that course next year and has no Wolsoley and Campbell
value. He is then advised to get Textbook of
$4.50 51.50-S3.50-133e: $1.35-$3.58-150fe
rid-of--k -fee- whatever -offer he Chentiehry,’Kratida _
receives.
Development of
$5.00 52.00-84.00-100’; $1.50-$3.75-150’e
Students should cheek with Western Civilization.
department bo6k lists to verify Haines and Walsh
such statements for there have Microbiology
S1.50-$3.75-150’4
$5.00 $2.00-$C00-100’
.
been eases when the buyer has and Man
not been accurate.
.90-82.f.7-230r4
$3.95
Literature, for -our
Another sales point frequently Time. Brown. ete. . -employed is that the store is over- Preface to Philoso$3.00 $1.00-$2.00-100";
dloaded with a particular -book and, phy. Blanshard,ete.
therefore, the store is taking a College Algebra
S3.00 $1.0042.00-100"r
chance by buying it at any price.
According to the above reason- Great Experiments in
$3.23 $1.00-$1.25-125e, s .75-$2.44-1709
PsYchelogy,--earrett
St.00-$2.13-12:5" $ .90-$2.e1-133!:
Peychology.-1Sth
edition, Woodworth
$5.00
Diploniatc History of
$ -75-33i75-400’:
the American People, Bailey

Store and

S. Carolina Police
Fooled b College
- ran sters’ Trick ’ Shrew -Prologue

Poll Taken
While I didn’t get an oppormanor for which -the play of the
tunity to get an opinion, poll here
"Shrew" is performed. The
et--&-eite,-ilwee-vigia-one-taken at
produchirr -begins with the,
ereesity
RDUE--UNIVERSITy.
J.
E.
Northwestern University, w here
Hutto was driving into Orange- -Eliminated-by AU play itsa’.
the source of this article came
burg, S. C., when a. carload of men
It tells -now tile beactlut hut._
from. Hero are some of the com-UNIVEILSITY-OF ARKANSAS. hateful Katherine is wocr-A, wed,
stopped in front of him, ateording
mer,ts from the students. They
to an Indianapolis Times article. --The Blackfriar production of i and tamed by the dashing. fortune
vary from "He’s crazy" to "More
A man jumped out of the cm’ Shaltesptiare’s "the Taming of tile, hunt.ntl,
t
Petruchio. _There is also
poster to him!"
performed in old ’t n s...)
Coal is Inferior.
dragging another fighting person. Shrew," -tot
ur pint of the winning of the
One fellow said "The stork
and
’
9,
Feb.
7,
8,
it seems that the type coal The man pulled a pistol and shot FMain auditoriuth
sweet Bianca by Lucent in spite
that delivered this boy should
10, will be played for the modern tof a house full of rivals. v
have been -arrested for smug- available during the coal shortage the other twice. Then he calmly
..
.
- Itr-of-ineerior quality-and iseinable hited the limp_boiy and shoved it , audience.
- The curt i lig. arrangement an d
to supply enough steam, when !back into the
On The Trail
direction for business was planned’
! burned, ro run the generators.
Horrified, Hutto chased the and copyrighted by John M. Cop-1
!Thus the power availble, the’ Exponent -states, is not -sufficient to- "death car" but it it in the city:, pinger of the University of Maryrun all the electrical necessities He reported the shooting to the land in 1949. The Arkansas proFine Selection of
connected with the University. sheriff, who quickly, notified the duction has special costumes deReliable
Used Cars
the
Hart,
Mr.
M.
Blair
signed
by
The
alarm
was
patrol.
highway
Lights must be turned off for a
Priced to Sell
short ’tithe, releasing steam for flalhed all over the state to pick ’difector, and special scenery de- i
up the Florida car. Meanwhile, si4ned by Mr. Preston Magruder.:
more necessary operations.
This certainly has certain ele- deputies investigated_ the scene of All combined the gay life of 16th l
ments of humor to it I guess. It the crime. They Could find no century Italy -is brought to the i
University stage.
: sure points up to the - fact that blood.
The Blackfriars production elim-I
Less than an hour later anottf:-this man -Lewis can* surely affect
a lot of peeples lives. Reminds me er report of a shooting under mates the prologue which concerns ,
CY 5-1135
of something I heard once. I can’t similar circumstances canse in to a drunken tinker who is tricked : 38 S. 4th
I remember who said it. It went the state police. This story came Into thinking he is the lord of the I
from another town about SO
something like this:
F Of Month of February
miles from Orangeburg.
ANY STANDARD WATCH
Pnwrr will into sirate the
Quickly the _course of the car
best hearts, as wine the strong- -was plotted and troopers went into
est heads. No man As wise action. Almost immediately the
M. H. MARTIN, Watchmaker
enough nor good enough to be car was picked up. Inside were
GENSLER-LEE JEWELERS
trusted with unlimited power." five laughing college students on i
I t5 SOUTH FIRST
Paging Mr. Lewis.
their way back to Duke university i
from their homes in Florida.Vicious Om
O’-Us.d Standard & Portable Machines For Sale
3 rititI
The murder weapon Was an1
Also New Portables
7/0/4,/ TWO NEW SERVICES:
’
effects
sound
antique weapon with
T
Easy Prwoms Plea
supplied by firecrackers. The stuC0*(11t4A-UNDERWOOD - ROYAL - REMINGTC.iN
dents admitted that they were tryTo. t900
ing to liven up the trip back to
Shirts in at 9:00
Pressitsg Lasts Longer!
A. BLANCHARD
24 So. 2nd St., CYpress 3-6383
out at 5:00.
Mothproof.d!
school. Troopers livened up the
memma...
air with a good lecture and sent
the boys on to school.

p...

EXPERIENCED
AUTOMOBILES!

8.1.toke,41
WILLYS

Watch Repair
Special

TYPEWRITERS
for rent
* Siii1.40SE TYPEWRITER CO.
lel Reefed Rates for Students

Bimiletors Laundry I 2. "Ftift ex"

Wecit
golden
--EIGHT

Dry Cleaners

CONVENIENT LOCATIONS
25-29 S. Third Street - Main Plant CYpress 2-1062
275 E William
23 I Willow
24th 8 Santa Clara
1199’ Frranklin, Santa Clara
1335 Lincoln, Willow Glen
1740 Park Ave
-

eicke9144
STUDIO

CLUB

Every Friday Night:

Rickey’s Song Contest
A free painting to the winner.

Two CCAA Teams
lit Tempe Rodeo
TEMPE, Ariz., Feb. 8 (UP). --.
Arizona Stpte college of Tempe
announced today 10 western colleges will send six-man teams to
the National Intercollegiate Rodeo here Feb. 18 and 19.
Entering the competition are
the University of California, New
Colorado
Mexico State college,
Agriculture and Mechanics, Fresno State college, California Polytechnic. New Mexico university,
University of _Arizona, Phoenitc
college and Arizona State college
-a
at Flagstaff.

Spartan Daily
Every Day:

SAN JOSE STATE C01.1.FGE

Wired as second clss matter April 24, IVA
Sin Jose, California, under the act rat
et
March 1, NM
Full leased wir service of United Press
Press of the Globe Printing Company, 1445 S
first St., San Joie, California. IAmbr,
lornia Newspaper Publisher’s Association

Lunch - from .95
Dinner - from 2.00
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Frangiones’Id-aho’ Is Classified Ads
won’
’Picture of the Month’
FOR

"Piatuie Of the Winth" for
February is the work of Louis
Frangione, Art major from Brooklyn, ;New York.
The casein paintingri-entitied
"Idaho," is the ,first in a series
of "Piety! es of the MonTWr-to

Scott Says Test
Forms Are Ready
,

Applications for The Association
of American Medical colleges medTerri aollige admission test for 1950
are now available in Room 110,
according to Assistant Registrar
Lillian E. Scott.
According to a bulletin received
from thc association, the test requires a morning and en afternoon
session, and consists of test of
general scholastic ability and of
liChIPVerneht --tests trr
understanding of modern society.
No special preparation is recommended; however the science
section - presupposes
familiarity
with beginning courses in biology,
chemistryf. and physics, the bulletin states.
The test will be given Saturday, May 13, and Monday, Nov.
6. No make-up or special examination ail! he given. The sue(-kitten recommends that the
test be taken at the earlier date,
for the advantage of the student.
Location of the examination may
be learned from Mrs. ,Scott.
I’he bulletin relates that for the
110 fee, which Must accompany
each application, the results on the
examination will be sent to as
many as three medical colleges,
and iitradditiolial fee of--$1 is
charged for reports sent after the
first three.
Fti rt her information on the
examination is also available in
Room 110; Mrs. Scott said.

Announcetr’

ents

Teacher Candidates: Persons
with elementary and primary credentials who are interested in
placements in Kern county are
asked to check Placement office
immediately.
Seniors: File application for
graduation in Registrar’s office
immediately.
Seekers: Hear Dr. Harry Pressfield discuss "Prayer at 7 o’clock
Sunday evening.
Tau Delta Phi: Meet at 12:30
p.m. today in tower.
Lutherans: Student association
meets at 7:30 o’clock Sunday evening at Gractrtutheran church.
second and Julian streets. Valentine party is open to all.
Social Affairs: Meet at 3:30
p.m. Monday in Student Union.

Attractive heated roams -for
shown in the reserve book isom. Christian boys, with or without
It is an interesting mixture of kitchen privileges. CY 2-2525.
realism and abstraction, depicting
Room and board, 11 meals
the flat desolation of the Idaho
plains. Casein is an adaptable weekly, also board only. Mrs. Ruby
medium w_like_b_ can be applied un- Ahern, 380 S. Ninth street,,CY
’
miked and cmpaq6e, or can be di- 3-9942.
luted to appear as a watercolor.
Large, clean, heated room for
Franglone Is a graduate ofthe two boys. Close to college..Linen
New York Art school, and be furnished. Maid service. 65 S.
worked two. years in advertis- Ninth street, $20 a month.
ing hi New York.
Room tor student . over 20.
He came to San Jose in 1946,
and will be graduated this June. Kitchen, bath and breakfast nook,
Lou is edit& of La Torre, and a share with two other men. Every-.
member of several bonorary ink- thing furnished. $25-a month. 470
:entities including Delta Phi Delta, S. 10th street. CY 3-9780.

national art fraternity, Alpha
Delta Sigma, advertising fraternity, and Tau Delta Phi, scholastic fraternity.
After graduation, Lou wants to
return.to advertising, and his
dream is to he an art director in
television .
work marks a. new trend
In the display of student art:
It is Interesting to note that
membership in Delta Phi Delta
is not required to enter a painting as the "Picture of the
Month." Anyone may try for
the distinction.
Student work in sculpture and
textile design will be displayed
each month along with the "Picture."

"TONIGHT AT 8:30"
MARCH

9-12

LONG BA kti
DANCING
Every Friday
and Saturday
lo
2
No Cover Charge
El Camino
Palo Alto

FOR SALE
cocker puppies with papers, $15.
374 S. Sixth street, CY 2-5413.
1940 Chrysler club coupe, R. and
H. Good condition, $595. Mrs.
CL
ext. 310, or
Waddington.
8-3889 in the evening.

SPARTAN D.Ain4Y-

AFTER YOU TAME
THE SHREW
Jumbo Shrimp
Corned Beef DeLux
Chili with Crackers
.Beefburger with French Fries
(Fix them how you like them)

.65
.50
.20
.35

Studeni
erlifThers Hear
Dean Pitman Speak at Meet
More than 50 members and interested students attended the
Student "Y" meeting held in the "Y" kunge Wednesday evening.
The question, "What is the Student Y’s Future on the Campus," was
discussed, and man/ ideas -.in changes of organization and -how
policies could brit be interpreted, were presented by the group.
_Dean Paul Pitman started the
!meting with a talk on ’the past
history of the Student "Y" on the
San JoseState -college -campus.
"The "Y" has had a history of
.many natural ups and downs here
at San Jose State college," he
said.
The YWCA was ’established
on campus about 25 or 30 years
ago, With the YMCA be:ng organized about 10 years later.
The first freshman camp at
S.ISC amm sponsored by the "Y"
In 1939. In 1941, the I’M and
YIV united to form the Studenf

Drop ielvfm:

Dean Pitman said that in 1943,
the_Student "Y" was moved from
the’ large office in the Student
Union to the small office, which is
now the office of., the Associated
Student Body president. In 1947,
the "Y" ’was moved again, this
’timerto-its-present location known
as the "Catacombs" at 220 S.
Seventh .street.
The next speaker at Wednesday
evening’s program was George
Bekey. University of California
graduate student and Northern
the
of
co-chairman
Regional
YMCA. He spoke on "What a
Student-Catf-Derand
He explained to the annesst!gage "that the "Y’s" programa
must grow out of local campus
needs if it is to he successful."
Examples of tam other schools
have solved this problem were
presented to the group by Mr.
Bekey to ’stimulate ideas from
the poor.
Following Mr. Bekey’s talk, Miss
Jean Justice led a discussion 9n
"Our "Y" Now and Its Future."
The general wants and needs of
the -students were discussed and
clearly defined for the group.
Weekly instead of monthly
meetings Were favored by the
members. The groop ulsu pi n
to increase. Membership et the
next meeting to be held at 7:30
p.m. Wednesday.
Erection -91iiew officers Was
started ,and balloting will-be open
until Friday noon, Feb. 10, for
members who were unable to vote
during the meeting. Fred Jobs
closed the meeting with ade sotional and the evening concluded
with dancing.

PIZZERIA NAPOLITANO
Dinners
85c and up

Spaghetti
an’a
Pizza

Open from I I A.M.
to I A.M.
Closed on
Monday

Also
Pizza prepared
to take out.

FINE ITALIAN FOODS

"OUR SPECIALTY"
French *pied Sionslwichas
. .
Tuna
Patio Special
Milk Shakes
Sundaes

292 SOUTH MARKET
.30
.40
.25
IS & .25

FO

Snack

CHICKEN

PATIO DRIVE INN
Open 5:00 to 12:00
CORNER OF W. SAN CARLOS
AND LOS GATOS HIGHWAY

Cambrian
Bavc Han Gardens

AND

DUTCH COOKERY
REFRESHMENTS

ALL THE SPAGHETTI
YOU CAN EAT

FUN
SKATES
OTIS A. ZORN, Prop.

San Jose-Los Gatos Highway 17
at Union Ave.
PHONE CAMPBELL 2238

65c

SHOES
ACCESSORIES
Skating Sassions Nitaly From P.Mt
PHONE CY 2-3292
For Party %nervations

1066 THE ALAMEDA

4’300012000200011110r

First and
Alma Sts.

Don’t be left out of the
party
Bring yourself and join
your friends at the
SAPPHIRE ROOM
189 South First

AL. KEARNEY
re

aleei.4

h

-0
THE CINEBAR
69. E. San Foksimdo

-

-

-

_

.7

return to Information office. Re1936- Oldffinieblie coupe.__
war:
beater,
Good, condition. Radio,
Textbook.
Financial Statement
spotlight. CY 2-0407, -or CY 4-8873.
in B7 on Friday. Please return to
Mr. Nickel. .
Information office,
LOST
PERSON-AL
Black and ’diver Parker ’51’
Theology group ’meet in Room 7
fountain pen. Return to Informa- tonight at 7:30 o’clock.
Anyone
tion office for reward.
Interested in knowing basic ChrisBlack wallet in gym Friday tianity, or discussing_ his views, is
night contains $74. If found please welcome.

BOXED ORDERS TO TAKE OUT

For An Evening
of Fun

Friday, February 10, 1950

PLUS
Rib Steak, French Fried Po’atoe:, Salad and Vegetable
$1.00
$1.10
Abalone Steak, French Fried Potatoes, Salad and Vegetable
SeJami, Liverwurst, Hard Boiled Eggs, Cheese, Relishes,
Cold Plate
and Choke o; Salad (Tuna, Tomato. Potato or Salad of the Day) $ .75

All This At

lifithELM

1018 W. SAN CARLQS

CY 4-7831

-
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SJS Rides Crest against ‘Biggies’ in Palace

TOP LEFT: Chuck Crampton (17) leaps up to prevent
Charlie
Shpre
of
Dowling
Green from intercepting the
ball last Friday night. Stu Inman (13) also tries to get In
the net while Bowling Green
players Man Weber (96) am
Bob I.3ng (89) look on. TOP
,(’ENTER:
Lined up behind
-Jimmy %Tung
(52)
Sa
Francisco State are Wuesthoff
Inman, Chuck Crawford (50)
and Ralph Romero (15). Mat
Jose took the second of th,
series 50-15. TOP RIGHT: f’m
Palace m press aq 1 o Frank
Walsh looks over the floor ac
tion during the long vietoriatr
weekend which State enjoye’
at the barn. UPPER RIGHT
James Watson of West Virg-Ink
applauds the efforts of depend
able Bob Crowe (5) during the
52-50 thriller San Jose tool
Saturday night. LEFT: C
Mark Caldwell and Walt Me
Pherson shake hands at 111,
conclusion of the West Vir
ninia game.

or

UPPER RIGHT: Coming in fast for a lay-up, Dean Giles of San Jose out
classes Share (96) of Bowling Green while Eugene Dudley (8) left, and Georg(
Beck of the Fah do% stand by. San Jose clipped the Ohioans 49-48. Standini.
back for the rebound is SJS stalwart George Clark (16). LOWER RIGHT: Con
Palace visits wound up Tuesday night %hen San Jose came from behind t4
knock off Santa Clara 51-48. Scrambling for the casaba are Jack Natty o’
Santa (taro and, immediately behind him, Jun:ar Morgan of San Jose State
Pretwott (9) and Greenhaeh (95) move in while Bobby Crowe (5) waits to.
future developments. ABOVE: Happy and dripping, Stu Inman, left, Ralph
Romero, center. and Junior Morgan, right, hit the showers. This was a direct
’contrast to the f4demn, subdued atmosphere during half time when San Jos(
No
look
trailed 34-21 and Spartan mentor Walt McPherson calmly said,
tellas
Spartan Daily photngrapher. Bob Stone, /fob Crabbe and J. Arthur Gmelin
covered the events at the Cow Palace and at the San Francis( o State college
joune here to record the pictorial record of some of the most exciting contceti
durink the basketball season.
’
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Spartans Tour Against
Mustangs and Gauchos
By
--McPherson to Soin
Jose State college’s cagers are enroute south today for con,ferenceSan games
with C9l,P,ojyttoirotit,141,41n 41$ glbispo Awl Soltta
NAIR Committee’ -;
college
BERK BAKER

Barbour,

Tourney Matmen Go
Tonight in Menc Gym

9

forrprreyr eitenine kin-thee Guoceid’t floor/ I

r

a’sSAIV DIEGO, Feb. 9.-4U?)
Charles Smith, chairman of Dim.
trict three of the National Asso.
the northerners during the past
--dation of Intercollegiate BasketcoupWof weeks.
from the country men, 60-40. ball, yesterday announced names
Coach %%an McPherson’s --It--vea4-4in4inz- this contest that of the committee to select Calif.
quintet realizes the importance Sparta’s Stu Inman ,made good ornia’s entry in the annual Assoof the weekend games. In order for 32 points to tie the college I ciErtion tournament in Kansas’
-Co retain a Mathismatinal chance d’es,!_ord_ and seta eongrence rec- City.
for league honors they
t ord.
The tournament will be held
.
sweep the coming series. 31eSanta Barbara. always (Ian_ March 13 to 18.
Pherson doesn’t believe that ! gerous on their I lllll recourt, beat
Named were Walter McPhertiise locals, 60-34, in 1949 to son.lesicetball coach o* San Jose
the team will stiffer a let -down
after playing and beating the
hand th e Spartans their only State college; Aubrey Bonham,
big-nainers In the great es.p..a_ntle
conference defeat. The Gauchos coach of Whittier college; W. R.
of the Holm&
of the Cow Palace.
started fast ibis season 1iYIVT11There is no reason for low ning the Redlands university Olympic foundation In Los Anspirits. The Joseans are pacing a ttiiirm
slit. They have slowed geies; Fred Merrick, San Jose
six game winnieg streak and can’t
.what recently . but still Mercury-herald sports writer;
have gained an I’Ven break in and Charles Byrne, San Diego
coilii.retw tomes. with a two State public relations director.
and two record.
-

The CCAA teems 44114444.9"ineIherolieelta3 laAtlforlitif
knock off the Spartans, especially after the bright display put on by

Ray Bunnell and, Ralph Payne.
BY SAM GOLDMAN
Twenty grueling wrestling mat- Dick Campbell ,and l’14nk Waxches Involving 40 victory ambi- ham instruct the Theta Chi boys.
A chest full of awards %All be
tious participants bombard the
Spartan gym tonight at 7:30 o’- delivered to the letorts and rundock in -the Third Annual Novice- ner ups In the big fray. To the
Frosh and Junior Varsity tourna- %tinning coach %Ail go an indi%Una’ trophy. The champion
_
During the past four days, In.. matinen in each, event will retramural Director Ted NIumby ceive a gold- plated medal and
supervised the series elimination the’ second place holder is Inbouts which included 120 players. stil Pit of a silver tplated Medal*,
The.. winning ;:roup will haw its
Tonight’s presentation will spotlight the top wrestlers in the no- name inscribed on the. pei*tual
vice and frcsh-junior varsity class- shield and a cup t11 be hiteded to
the top performini yell leader’for
es at San Jose State college.
Tutoring the medal and tro- the sponsoring group.
--’ Tonight’s card:
phy minded grapplers will be 11
Novice matches: 119-1h. Betz
members of the an Jose State
Betzerulerfer Vs. Ken anyot ;
college varsity wrestling...team.
125-1b. Merritt Ellis vs. Gene
The all -college match.es have
’,rick. Cassidy
been divided into five teams which Collins;
is, Lou Auhert; 140-1b. Aim Ichiare sponsored by six campus
groups. Under the leadership of kawa Is. P.AL1 Smith; 148-1b. Gil
Phil Bray, Jim Eliot, and Ray Contrias vs. Ronnie Wallace;
158-1b. I. D. Henry vs. Ralph
Lyon will be Lambda Chi Alpha
Morocco; 168-lb. Jack Melton
and Theta Mu Sigma representatives. The Phi Sigma Kappa team vs. Ray Lehrnkhul; 180-1b. Paul
Farris vs. Bill Hurst; 195-lb.
is headed by Bill Wardrup and
Howard Tyler vs. Dick Luhees1;
John Jaeicson.:-, r - 7 Coaching the Spartan Shield and heavyweight Jean Snyder
grippers are Ben Ichikawa and vs. Ray Dodson.
Frosh:Junior Varsity matches: ,
Don Suzukawa. Delta Upsilon is
119-lb. Dale Wolfe vs. Ernie
carrying the banner for tutors
Paramo; 125-lb. Don SuzuRawa vs.
John Lewis: 132-lb. Jerry Bowman i
vs. Wes Mathews"; 140-lb. Bob’
Hall vs. Dwayne Armstrong; 148lb. John Jagger vs. Gil Menclonza; 158-lb. Jack Smith vs. Jack
Salazar; 168,41r. Ray -Mollenhatten
By SAM GOLDMAN
vs. Larry -tIMpingbam.; 180-lb.
BOBBY CROWE
The swimming season opens Mario Valdastri vs. Jim Eliot; 195this afternoon fbr the San Jose lb. Dale Maynard vs. Lou Meng- -take conference competition
State college freshman squad with hini; and heavyweight Hank Ros- lightly as they have lost two of
their three attempts.
a visit to the Stanford university endin vs. Don Lathrop.
Leading the Cal Poly attack
babes’ Injun hideout.
Hank Moroski, for three years
Is
After the drowning of their
an all -Conference guard while
big brothers by the Stanford varplaying for the Mustangs. In 1948sity, last Wednesday night the
Moroski lead the CAA scorers
49
Spartan juniors will be out to
with 146 points through the 10
even the score.
San Jose State college golfers game schedule.
Carrying the water load for the
Teaming with Moroski at guard
held
two
medalist
local frosh will be standouts Don
qualifying
Lee, Jack Stone, Fred Postal, rounds recently at the Rincon- is Tony Vasquez at transfer from
plays
Tom Nilsson, and Dick Burkhart. ada and Hill View golf courses. San Diego JC. Vasquez
Moroski.
Coach Charlie Walker conceded Medalist scores /will be the basis along the same lines as
He’s a elever ball handler and a
the fact that the "Weismuliers" for team berth0
.
from the Stanford farm will rate ’Top honors /went to medaffit’ good shot.
Center Doug Strathearn has
a heavy favorite over his Gold Jay Hopkins itvho carded a 142.
Veteran tearli member Warren improved appreciably since the
and White splashers.
The papoose squad has always McCarthy scored 143 with San 194ff-49 season. The 6-ft. 5-in.
the leading
been a difficult team for Walker’s Francisco frashman Ken Venturri pivotman is one- of
this seap:ay
CCAA
In
scorers
following
with
freshmen team to beat. This year
a 144. Joe Zakarson.
.
the Palo Alto boys are -again ian, also a -Member of last year’s
The Mustangs are currently in
considered strong contenders to team, tallied a 150 score.
Junior varsity members a nil the cellar of the league with a
cloud up San Jose hopes for a
their scores’ are: Bill Watts, 154: record of one win wind- five
victorY in today’s Meet. ’ "
Other members of the traveling Cliff Chaney. 156;_ Jack Louns- dtats.
st season in San-tads the
squad from the State campus will berry, 156; Leo Foley with 157
Spartans
fook a 20 point victory
and
Ted
Hecht
who had a score
be Dick Martin, Jerrold Hufford,
1 Jack Stone, Elton Jeffry, Leland of 158.
Qualifying in the 157 bracket
Hansen.
Howard
Livingstone,
Sherman Coultas, Cliff Feak, were Hooks Loveland and Ross
Norm Murray, and Francis Bren: Carley, a freshman. Bunched in
the 160’s tvere Tony Pashepney.
nan.
a St. Mary’s transfer; Bill -Ring,
San Francisco City college. transSan Jose
7th & Virginia
fer; Domonic Pagano, Phil Piazza,
Phone CYpress 2-5437
Ralph Sctirfield and Lee Osborne.
HOURS: S A.M. to 9 P.M.
The Spt an golfers face a stiff
SAT.: I A.M. to 6 P.M.
schedule
is season as they play
SUN.: 10 A.M. to 3 P.M.
Stanford, University of California,
Starting Wednesday, the all.
SOFT WATER SOAP FREE
Santa Clara, the San Francisco
’tournament
will be
college diess
DRYER SERVICE
Police and at the Northern Califheld in the San Jose State college
ornia Intercollegiate Championof Free Parking
Plenty
Student Union, Henry Stoltenship to be held at Passe Tiempo
berg, chess chairman, announced
yesterday.
Scheduled to last for two weeks,
Excellent Food
the events and times will he
Quiet Service
posted on t h e Student Union
Congenial Atmosphere
bulletin board. The last day for
signing up in the tourney Will be
Tuesday.
Thirteen college hopefuls have
already signed up for the chess
battles. Awards and medals probably will be given to the winners
and runner ups.
Assisting Stoltenberg is Art
Christensen. There are five chess
sets available for use in the Stu40 East Santa Clara Street San Jose
dent Union.

Frosh Swimmers
Meet Indian Babes

SJSC Golfers Card
Qualifying Scores

Pride of coast siders’ ’basketball- is Bob McCutcheon, 6 ft.
2 in. center who placed third behind :nman and Moroski in CCAA
scoring last season. Santa Barbarans are quick to claim McCutcheop as the cream of Pacific
Coatt centers. -Through the years
the resort city, five has broken
even with the Spartans. Each
team -has won 11 games.

LATE,MODER11

USED CAR
including
LATEST
FEATURES

41101h.

STYLISH 4111611
COLORS
.indm&
*
ECONOMY)afille,

OK

QUALITY *jib
Arisibh
FULLY
1001100

ONE OF THE FINEST ART
DEPARTMENTS IN THE BAY AREA
41gricrliffaRM/S
411.

See Us! dIgabh

44.1.
s
rr

ezet / Ain & WALLPAPER cAt
112 South Second Street

.

.

New Corner Location
263 WEST SANTA CLARA

ST.

Save Up_To 40% o Pilleat!
Eastern PORK

AUTOMATIC

by the
half

SELF-SERVICE
LAUNDRY

College Chessmen
Sign for Tourney

,
lb.

plus Sc lb processing

Grade A BEEF
by the
half

OPEN 24 HOURS

HASTY TASTY

ffee Shoppe

.

NOW..
FOR. A

Coach Willie Wilton has four
lettermen of - the. -past season
back to take another shot at
the defending CCAA Chomps.
Wilton’s teams are usually well
versed in defense. Last week they
lost a low scoring tilt to Pepperdine, 36-28.
San Jose will probably start
the same line-up that has seen
most of the tip-offs during the
season. Don McCaslin, w ho is
bothered by a sore heel, still
hasn’t found his aim of old that
made him a top scorer. McPherson will probably start McCaslin.
however, and hope he can shake
his present slump.
Spartan players taking the trip
are:’ B o b Wuesthoff,
George
Ralph
Clark,
Junior Morgan,
Romero, Chuck Crampton, Stu
Inman, Dean Giles, Bob Crowe,
Ted Prescott, Bob Thomason
and Don McCaslin.

-

39clb.
plus Sc lb processing

WESTERN Cold Storage Co.
40 N. Fourth

CY 2-8992

sresreeesweeeof
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Spartan Boxers Squeeze
By Marines; Diez Upset
By AL GROSSE
-Everything they said about
Camp --Pendletun’s boxing’ tes
turned out to be true as San Jose
State’s boxers scored a close 6%
to 4% victory over the Marines in
a dual meet last,night in Spartan
gymA near capacity house saw Dee
Portal’s men win five of the first
six bouts, only to have the visitors
come dangerously close in the
final five matches, winning thre
of Ahem.
Biggest upset of the evening
occurred when James Martin
turned in a well earned win over
San Jose’s Raul Diet. Diez boxed
seuthpaw the whole three rounds
and apparently was not at home
normal__ right hand
as with
style.
San Jose’s hard-hitting heavyweight Jack Scheberies continued
’his winning form as he TKO’d
George Boswell in the second
Scheberies is undefeated
this year.
Marine 145-pounder Rogelio Garcia turned in a classy performance,
as he outpointed San Jose’s ’Jim
Nutt. Garcia had defeated Floyd
Wilson of UCLA in his last outing.
Following are the results of the
bouts:
125 -Keith Bayne, San Jose,
won a clear cut decision over
James Purvis-after a slow start.
125-"Mac Martinez, San Jose,
won an easy verdict from Joe Capizzano in his first bout this seaMartinez was in control’
son.
most of the way.
135- Ed Martin,i1 rose won 8hard fought decision from Heron

-

Ward. ’Tete but - wits even up to dleton used an elusive bob and
the thirdcanto.
weave style to defeat Jack Nelson.
ogelio Gareia-Cpmp Fen-, iNeleionfitined an early advantage
dletan,-tiecisioned Jim,Nutt, a* he but, the anieller Miller -caught him
proVed’hiratelf a:fast ’and ’Cjever
severaral resonticling blows in
boxer.
the third round to tuck away the
155-Joe DeSoto, San Jose, decisioned Billy Acton, as he finished,
fast against his taller opponent to
175- -Jessie Barber, Camp’Pengrab the verdict.
dleton, made a furious rally in the
155-Stan Mardi, San Jose, used last round to draw with Don
superior height and hitting power Schaeffer.
to win impressively from Ted
Heav.-Albert Dean, Camp Pen-Ottesen.
dleton,’ decisioned Al Weimers.
165-James Martin, Camp PenHeav.---2j a c k Scheberies, San
dleton, won 11 unanimous .4hird Jose, scored a second round TKO
round to decision Raul Diez.
over George Boswell. He had
175-Ray Miller, Camp Pen- floored Boswell in the first.

Gymnasts Go South
To Face Mustang Foes
With a neat victory tucked in their pockets over the Stanford
university Indians, the San Jose State college gymnastic team journeys
to the Cal Poly Mustang pasture to present their wares tomorrow
afternoon at 2:30 p.m.
Since the opening practice sessions, the muscle form specialists

have been preparing both individually and as a squad in hopes that
this year will be a crown year-for
the Spartan institution.
The Cal Poly squad, third place
holders of .the CCAA-. will be out
to stampede any victory hopes for
the Spartans as they field a strong
,ahd veteran group of gym experts.
Traveling southward for- the
Gold and White will be the game
canvas cappers that dunked the
Palo Alto Indians. In the rope
climb, Ed Bense and Art Yates
will swing their way for point*.
Dick Brown and Glenn Walthall
will be in trim for the free exercise events.
.San Jose. State college Frosh
Chinning themselves on the high
basketbaliers will be hosted by bar for the Spartanville boys will
Apor,,Itigh sphopi Ahis:after- be Andy Hardin, Wally Eshelman,
-.
O fdF a 3 b’clbelegame.
Don Peckham, and Jim _Melton.
gers_lost their in the side horse events anti
The freshmen
third game of the season Wednes- parallel bar -battles, San Jose will
day night at the hands of the MenBense, Eshelman,* Walthall,
lo college-Oaks "by a 61-34 count. evn,and Oscar Metz.
The hard driving and fast breakThe trampoline jumping will ining Oaks showed unerring shoot- clude Al Grass, Mark Hildebrand,
ing ability as they whipped the Len Wallach, and Bill Mayer,
San irate quintet which : couldn’t While the rings and doubles will
find the team of Art Yates and
seem to get rolling.
The Spartan Frosh now have a,,Russ Rabeneau with Dick Brown
and Jim Ervin.
13-3 record tor the seasone

Spartan Frosh
To Play Vikings

91/

ural Cage Sked

MONDAY 7:30 p.m.
Nevada Athletic Chtb vs. Rams
DTO vs. TC _
8:15 p.m.
_Ar5.. SAE
Golden Boys vs. Cat Cutters
9:00 p.m.
Hotshots vs. Ridge Runners
Basketeers vs. Rebels
TUESDAY
4 p.m.
CasabOns vs. Racketeers
DSG,
SGO
WEDNESDAY
4 p.m.
DSP vs. TMS
Wee Terrace Boys vs. Cat Cutters
4:45 p.m.
Fatigued vs. Cribs Hookers vs. Nugpats
5:30 p.m.
Nevada Athletic Club vs..
Newman Club
LCA vs. TC
6:15 p.m.
Golden Boys vs. White Socks
DU Vs. PSK

Frosh Trackmen Face Tough Sked

411.

.
.
San Jose State college frosh ’ Jose State as the best man
Washingof
stale
in
the
the
distance
clash
with
will
track men
Stanford university and Fresno ton.
Broad jumper and sprinter, John
State college freshman outfits in
addition to i number of junior col- L. Simmons, has turned in a 9.8
lege teeing during the 1950 season, in the century and last year got
It was learned yesterday when oft an unofficial leap of 25’. t’4" in
Glen (Tiny) Hartranft, director of the soaring event.
In the distances, Seeley has
physical education, released the
Spartababe track slate.
"-AN& Coach, Walt Sealers boys
have polished- Off the
thr
era four-way meets, they will
compete in several prominent West
.coast relays.
The 1950 schedule:
Mar: 18-Interclass--meet,Mar: 25-rVisalia .Jr. college here.
Ape. 1 -Sacramento and
junior colleges-re: Apr. 8 -College of Mann and Santa Rosa Jr. college here.
Jr. cbllege at Stanford.
Apr. 21 -Modesto junior college
there.
Apr. 29--Fresno State college and
other teems there.
May 6--CCAA (sight unknown).
May 13-Fresno Relays.
May 19-Coliseum Relays.
May 20-Modesto Relays.
June 3-Compton Relays.
Coach pealey is well pleased
with the performances of sevetal
of his fUture varsity hopefuls. Dick
liadaino, a freshman from Hawaii, has churned the 100 yd. dash
WALT 9EALEY
in 9.9, and Carl Harrison, another
100 yd. man, also has been look,
ing good in this distance.
THE
Don Hoefler, a sprinter and 440
is
man from Southern California,
eapable of running the 100 in 9.8
BARBER SHOP
and the 220 in ’21,4,- both very
exceptional times. Another 440
Corner 4th & Santa Clara
roan, Bob Norris, comes to San 0

CIRCUS

Norm Bottelo,-a-4.31 miler from
Hawaii, and Jim Simpson. a 4.38
Miler who took the North Coast
Section mile ini949.
Vern Windrit, a Hawaiian shot
and discus man, Dick Welles. former Lincoln high school of San
Jose high jumper, and Jack Beaver, former San Jose" high school
shot putter, are the frosh field
event_ standouts. -

VOSS
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SAN JOSE’S SPARKLING
CAGERS are in a precarious position in California Collegiate Athletic Association play. Despite the
fact that they have beaten the
of the. nation’s top -teams this
year, and others of basketball
prominence, the locals have little
chance of Winning the CCAA.
The hoopmen of Sparta have
lost two of their three conference games to date. Pepperdine
has gone undefeated,.and among
Its triumphs is San Jose State.
So even U San Jose wins the
’remainder of Its loop tilts, it
can’t win the leagu e, unless
somebody else beats Pepperdtne;
Who will it be?
The Waves beat Santa Barbara
in the losers’ gym. Tonight they
play San Diego at the border city.
That’s about the last hope for
SJS. San Jose plays Pepperdine
again but 9ne loss for the Waves
won’t help.
The Spartans must win the
league games left and wish for
the best.
TALK OF SWITCHING THE
USF-SAN JOSE STATE game to
the Cow Palace puts San Jose on
the spot. Naturally, USF would
be for the switch. A game in Spartan gym wouldn’t help its chances
any. State met USF in Kezar
which is considered the Dons’
home gym.
The Cow Palace is a neutral
eoUrt. But USF will have played
siX gamei there by Feb. 21, the
day of the proposed game.
USF plays in the Cow Palace
against St. Francis just three days
before the proposed game. A definite edge to the Dons. Familiarity
of the court is never a handicap.
The only r e ape& Can Jose
would play Meal/shawls!.
was than
The local gem
3.000. whereas it is conceivable
that as many as 10.000 Would
occupy the big SF pavilion for
such a contest.
But, suppose San Jose committed itself to the Cow Palace and
then dropped tviro or three games
before that date. The Spartans
play six games before that time.
The lustre of "the battle would be
gone and -no money would be
made.
The Spartan game is the tough-

est one left for the Dens, If. the
San Franciscans win, they’ll Probably get a National Invitational
Toprney bid again. Supposing, of
coarse, that they win their others.
If San Jose wins, it’ll gain national prestige but won’t get -an
NIT bid. A little more fame would
be gained by the Spartans in a
Cow Palace win. Also more money. The game would be a single-bill
affair. No big co-attraction. The
freshman squads would play,, a
preliminary.
So there’s the problem faced
by Coach Walt McPherson and
the local athletic department.
What to-do? You can’t blame
’em no matter what course they
choose.
AS REVEALED IN A SF PAPER, Danny Hill, SJ State athletic publicity man, and Dee Portal, boxing coach, have agreed on
a story with Look magazine. Not
printed as yet, however, Is the
article scheduled to appear May
9 and will feature shots of the
Spartan mittmen in action. Quite
a break f3r San Jose State, probably the country’s leading boxing
college, and also for the authors.
NEXT BASKETBALL SEASON
watch for Santa Clara-Josean
hardwood relations to develop.
Two games will probably be scheduled with a third to break the tie
In case of a split. It will spur
prune valley hoop interest as it’s
never been spurred before. -The
crosstown rivalry is a natural.

BOWL FOR . . .

SPORT
at the Home of

Spartan Bowlers
Men’s and Women’s P.E.
classes held here.

Fred ’’Duffy" Paive, Mgr.
_wa_hatara a fa liae_ef
Bowling Ball Begs and Shoes

12 Lanes
FOUNTAIN & LUNCH
Open from 10 A.M.

JOSE BOWL
172 W. Santa Mira

City Table Tennis
Sign-up Still Open
Entries for the San Jose City
Tennis -totwnament -close
Feb. 14, and any student interested cad sign up at Dink Clark’s
Tennis Shop, 58 So.. 4th. street,
before this time.
The tournament will be held at
the YMCA, Feb. 16-17, with trophies being awarded lo the winner
and runner-up.

Cy 34777

Suede Jackets -- $12.95
With Quilt Lining

FLANNEL SPORT’ SHIRTS
2-98
BATTLE GREY PANTS
$3.46
A Full and Complete Selection of

WARM JACKETS

ECONOMY SURPLUS STORE
57 SOUTH MARKET STREET
Across from Telephone Co.

FINE FOODS AT LOWEST

PRICE

PLUS "0 9/ STAMP"
-- 11

fa.

Si Water Works
Appeals to School
For Engineers

PAIF1AI011rDAILY

Friday, February .10, 1950

Art Dept. Display
Features Paintings
Of Carmel Artists.

,
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The chief engineer of the San
Jose Water works has made an
apwal to Dr. Ralph Smith, head
of the Engineering department for
--names- et -students- whocan
recommended for employment in
connection with the building of
the Austrian Dam, located just
above Los Gatos.
According to Dr. Smith, positions for two or three construction engineers will be available
April 1. All engineering students
interested in these positions, are
urged to contact Dr. Smith in the
department office.

The
.y, a

Scholarship

eed
and

The closing date for applications for the $50 scholarship
to be aWarded March 23 by the
San Jose State college Patrons
association has been set for
Feb. 90, according to Lowell
Pratt, public relations director.
The awards will be presented
to sae man and one woman
freshman student for top scholastic
ability
and
financial
need.
A
cash prize also will be
given to any freshman, man or
woman, for the most outstanding piece of creative work in
the field of education.
Address application letters
to the Award Committee- They
may he left-"Ath the Dean of:
Man. the Pea n of Women,
Connalttee chairman, or Lowell
Pratt.
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Professor Bakes
‘Rollaway’ Cookies

Imonnorw
are the ROTC MP cadet officers for the %%inter quarter at San Jose State college. Front
<V

Hall Wins Lyke Contest Prize
Band to Give

Free Concert
A symphonic bard concert will
be held free of charge in the
Morris Dailey auditorium March
2.
The tentative program, as released by Mr. Frederic W. Boots,
band director, will include compositions by J. S.*.Bach, Arrigo
Boito, Richard Strauss, Arnold
Schoenberg, L. Van* Beethoven,
M, -Moussorgsky, Alexandre Guilmant, and Ermanno Wolf-Ferrari,

Marvin Hall, 18 year-old journalism mar from Los Angeles,
won the 1950 winter quarter Lyke
"Shoat Story" contest, according
to Lew Bell, Lyke e4itor.
Hall hiss been requested to join
the Lyke tifittl next quarter. His
story, the best of 17 entries, will
earn him a $15 cash
Dan Hruby was., runner-up in
the contest. His story will also
appear in the winter quarter
magazine,
"The editors were more than
satisfied with Hall’s short story
and- believe that the readers wilt
have a treat in store for them,"
Bell said.

Mary Hall Wins Contest - - $15

Dept. to Record
English Units

27

Committee Plans
’Poor Man’s Prom/

LEW BELL, left, 1980 winter
quarter Lyke editor is conlgratulatiffg Marvin Hall, right. Hall
won the Lyke short story con-

Visit

IA*

S. First Street

"So far, we _have placed students
in teaching positions in 46 counties of California, 13 in other
states, and two students were
placed in foreign countries," she
said.
The Placement office handles
both teaching and non-teach-ling openings. Since San Jose
was primarily a teacher’s college in its early history, the
non-teaching openings have not
been emphasized to the point
that teaching openings have,
however, last year 133 students
were placed in non-teaching
jobs.
Most of the jobs that San Jose
,students are placed in, are in the
Bay area. "Too- many of the students aren’t interested in placement outside of the state," Mrs.
Robinson explained.
In 1948, the office placed 231
teachers in positions. This was a
100% placement for the graduating class. The graduating class is
required to check with the office
before they can get clearance.
When they check with the office,
they may register for openings
or not. Many students do not and
then later come back" for placement; therefore, it would be wise
for The graduating-- student to
collect his instructor’s recommendations and keep them on file in
the office.
In the first three months of
college, the Placement office
placed 299 beginning teachers,
and 52 in’ non-teaching fields.
When the college gets its new
campus, there are plans for hiring
another person in the Placement
office to take care of’ contacts
for non -teaching positions.

Bring

their dates to

PRICES
HAND -FINISHED SHOE
FOR MEN

Featuring
PRICES
PATENTED
STYLES

ONE
PRICE

$9.95
-Styles That Are Different

’36 SO. FIRST ST.

printing of a 1..,imphlet containing information about the Industrial Arts course in printing. manAlso to be discussed is
agemen
the Prinfng Administration guild.
Mr. Hartley Jackson, associate
professor of industrial arts, is
the guild adve:er, and instructs
the printing management course.

Than take stops to maks it look right! With
the stemma, months coming up, your car must
look sharp. Taira advantage of our SPECIAL
DISCOUNT to all SPARTANS and gat CUSTOM-BUILT SEAT COVER S. SPORT TOPS.
BODY-FENDER WORK all done at savings to
friendly estimate.
you. Drop in and get

Reasonable Prices

195

1

Every county in the state of
California places calls with the
Placement office on the San Jose
State college campus for teacher
openings, according to Mrs. Alice
Robinson, head of the Placement
office.

Other notable paintings a:e:
"New Mexican Village," by Frank
H. Meyers: "Still Life," by Marjorie
Dolittle; "Marigolds and
Old Brocade," by Heyland Bettinger;’,Idealistic Head,"’by Claude
"Seascape."
by
John
Buck;
O’Shea; "Carmel Valley Hills,"
by W. Harvey Williamson; "The
Bridge," by J. M. Lewis; "Mexican
Glass," by Leslie Buck; ":ndian
by
Ferdinand
Boys Singing,"
Burgdorff; and "Bowl of Fruit,"
3, Kent Daniels.

DOES YOUR CAR SCARE YOUR FRIENDS?

at

Dallas Colony

test. Hall is a freshman journalism major from Los Angeles.
photo by Hildenbrandt.

Placement
Bulletin

In Armin Ilansen’s "Seascapc.n.
the rough stormy waters are
created by use of vivid greens
and contrasting movement. Richard Lofton uses soft blues, greens
and greys in "Pool, Carmel River"
tto capture a calm. peaceful mood.

Guild Will Discuss Pamphlet on IA

"Poor Man’s Prom" is the name
of the sports dance planned by
the Social Attain eommitteefor --The Public Relations committee
Wednesday, 8 to 11 p.m. in the of the Printing Administration
guild, will hold a special meeting
Student Union.
The affair, for stags or couples, Feb., 15, 8:00 p.m. at the home of
will feature the "Townsmen", a Bill James, 2435 Shilbey Inienue
three-piece combo. According to San Jose, according to Guild
Felicia Biron, dance chairman, ad- President Bob Peterson.
mission may be gained by prePeterson said that the purpose
senting a student body card.
of the meeting is, to discuss the

For Qualify Foods

A group of oil paintings repreisenting the Carmel Art assobIation now can be seen in the Art
. .
depeartinent.
This exhibition accomplishets a
number of things; it shows what
the modern California artists .are
doing, and how they are’ doing it;
it presents many interesting experiments in color and composition; and interprets Carmel by
the’sea, and Carmel on ’the land.

Pictured.above
row, left to right: Muri Tullis, batallion eommande7; Cliff Roche, batallion executive officer; John
Willis, batallion adjutant; Richard Webster, second platoon leader, Company A; Leo King, first platoon
leader, Company A; James Holcomb, executive officer, Company B; Partick parke4, company commander, Company C; Joseph Begot, company commander, Company B. Back row, left to right: Harry
Carlsen, captain, Company A; Vernon Rogers. lieutenant, Company C; DeWitt Hupp, executive officer,
Company A; William Reed, executive officer, Comp iny C; H. K. Russell, lieutenant, Company B; Kenphoto by 6inelin
neth Weyer, platoon leader, Company B.

Latest engineering development
, in skeet metal 54, Industrial Arts
department, is a new "rollaway"
cookie cutter, according to Mr.
Derward.
Burbek. assistant
’professor of indusai arts. Mr.
Burbank reports that he discovered the "rollaway" design in a
magazine, and constructed it out
of curiosity.
Success of the new cutter was
observed when Mr. Burbank came
to his sheet metal 54 class with
a bag full of cookies made with
the "rollaway," and distributed
them to his students.

Seniors filing their major-minor
sheets at the English office must
present ª transcript (photostatic
copy) of their records, according
to Mrs. Bobbie Waddington. secretary to Dr. Raymond Barry.
department head.
Mrs. Waddington said that the
the English department is now
responsible for checking. completed courses against the records. Previously this work was
done f by the Registrar’s office
at the time of graduation.

Ii

CUSTOM -AUTO BODY SHOP
II Ss Sas Pedro

CY 2-0950

Put Your Order
in NOW!
for our delicious
"HEART" Cake
Call up TODAY!
CY 3-4656
251 West Son Fernando

!mir

GI’s
This Ti it

.,

Use This Chairt to Estimate
Your Insurance Dividend!

Amount
of
Policy 1- 1 Yr.
1,000 . 6.60
2,01)0 113.20
3,000 19.80
4,000 I 26.40
5,000 33.00
6;000 39.60 1
7,000’ 46.20 1
- 8,000 52.801
--9000---1 59.40
10,00W166.00

NUMBEHS-LOF 111A-10- -PAID- UP 2 Yrs.
13.20
26.40
39.60
52.80
66.00
79.20
02.40
105.60
118.80
132.00

4 Yrs. 5 Yrs. 6 Yrs.
3 Yrs.
33.00 39.60
26.90
19.80
79.20
66.00
52.80
39.60
5.4Q_1 79.20 99.00 118.80 ’
1. 79’..20 1105.60 132.00 158.40
L 99.00 j 132.00165.00 198.00
118.80 158.40 198.00 237.00
138.60 1184.80 2311b0 I 277.20
j 158.401 211.20+264.00+316.844178.20 237.60 297.00 f156.40
198.00 I 264.00 330.00 396.00

. . . and now it’s

GOOD CARS
Priced Right
49 Stude. Champ.
$1645
48 Stude. Corn.
$1595
Clb. Cpe.
47 Stude. Clb. Cpe. $1245
$1695
48 Hudson Sed.
47 Ford Cpe.
$ 895
$1195
48 Ford Sed.
47 Chev. Sedan
$1095
46 Pont. 8 Tudor
$1245
41 Ford Sta. Wgn
$ 845
41 Chev. Sedan
$ 795
(Nice)
41 Cadillac Tudor
$1195
40 Packard 6
Clb. Cpe.
$ 395
39 Ply. Dix. Cpe.
$ 295
39 Cher. Cpe.
$ 375
37 Ford- Tudor
(Good)
37 Dodge Sed. (as id
36 Chev. Tudor
.!$ ’125
34 Ford Cpe.
$ 75
40 Ford Sedan
$ 445
(Radio)

Gustin-Sutherlin
575 W. Santa Clara St.

The Gambler
HAS NOT HAD A DRINK
since the last time he had delirium tremens and that was over
3 years ago. But the other day,
what do you think he had to take
in trade for
down payment’
Nothing else but
A CASE OF

WHISKEY
It

took th gambler 0 long time
to find out that whiskey, when
you are sick, will make -fog- WA
but whiskey will mak* yob sick,
when you are well. That one drink
is

A DRINK TOO MANY
and a hundred is not enough. He
has been in

PLENTY OF TROUBLE
but none that couple of good
stiff shots wouldn’t make worse.

IT JUST GOES TO SHOW
to what ertrern he will go to get
rid of these cars. One car and 1
key is all right: but when you
have over a hundred cars and
over a hundred keys guy could
easily go nuts trying’to puzzle out
which key is for which car. So

1942 DeSoto Sedan - very
clean, excellent condition
with Radio and Heater $645.00
1942 Studebaker Champ"ion coup* - A beauty $510.00
1942 Chevrolet. 2-dr. sedan - A really good one $660.00
1941 Back Special Sedan
Radio - Good Rubber $640.00
mechanically perfect
1941 Olds 6 - Convertible
Coupe - Motor Overhauled - Nw Top - New
Paint
..$54e40
1941 Ford 8, 2-dr.’-Good
$495.00
Motor - Very Clean
1940 Plymouth Coupe
Good Mo-tor -Good
Paint
-$04M00

CHECK THESE
GREAT BARGAINS
35
29
36
37
35
33
36
37
37
34

and there is nothing he won’t do
to get rid of these cars. You will
pay 3 or 4 bucks for one nice big
juicy steak: but after dinner you
wouldn’t give a nickle for another
one. By the same token, one car
is a pleasure, but a hundred is a
headache. Take them away at.s

Ford 4D
Model A Rdstr.
Plymouth 4D
Ford 4D
Ford 5W Cpe.
Chev. 2D
Chev. 4D
Plznouth 4D
Studebaker 2D
Chev. 2D

$ 60.00
$ 50.00
$110.00
$110.00
$ 85.00
$ 75.00
$150.00
$265.00
$265.00
$ 50.00

AND MANY OTHERS

HARRY KING
COMPANY

SOMETHING’S
GOT TO BE DONE

BETTER BUYS
from a
BETTER DEALER

Spring Clearance
in
Transportation

Joe DiMaggio, Mgr.

ssib e!!

WE SELL
A Clean Car
Give
A Clean Trade
and make
A Good Friend
75 Hand Picked
Used Cars
to Choose from

- - GUARANTEED

ALMADEN
MOTOR CO.
96 ALMADEN AVE.

0.A.MORTC)N,

Full Down Pymt.
per
price pymt. wk.
’40 Packard 4-0 $345
$45
$6
35
5
’37 Pontiac 4-D 245
’37 Ford 2-D
145
30
4
’36 Plym. Cp.
135
25
3
’36 Olds 2-D
95
20
2
’36 Choy. 2-D . .75
15
2
’36 Ford 2-0
. 90
17
3
’36 Zephyr 4-0. 145
15
4
’30 Buick 2-0
. 25
5
1
’29 Olds 2-0 .
20
5
’41 Plym. 4-0
60
8
. 595
55
7
Chrysler_4=0 385
40
6
’38 Buick 4-0 ... 350
7
’39 Chev. 2-0
50
375
’39 Buick 2-0
395
60 ,
7
’38 Buick Cpe. 295_____45
6
’39 Ford 4-0
395
60
7
’36 Pontiac 2-0 100
25
4
’34 Ford Cp.
75
20
3
MANY, MANY MORE
Open every night and All Day
Sunday

HAS THE CAR’ YOU WANT
Large Trade-In Allowances
48
48
48
47
47
46
46
46
46
48

Ply. Sp. Dlx. Sed.
Chev. Sport Sed.
Ply. Dlx. Sed.
Pontiac 6 Sed.
Merc. Cony.
DeSoto Cust. Sed.
Ply. Clb.’ope.
Ford .Sup. Dlx. Sed
Nash Sect .
CrosleVSt.’Wgn.

$1385
$1365
$1335
$1285
$1285
$1285
$1085
11035
$ 805
$ 395

41
41
40
40
39
37
37
37
37
40

Chev. Clb. Cpe.
Olds Sedanet
Willys Cpe.
Chrysler Sed.
Pontiac Clb. Cpe.
Buick Cony.
Chrysler Cpe.
Chars Cpe.
Packard Sod. .
Chev. Pickup

$765
$595
$395
$595
$445
$395
$245
$I65
$395

760 WILLOW STREET
CYpress 4-1415

698 S. First St.

1937 Dodge Sedae. Very
. 4225.00
Good old car

Normandin, Inc.
Your
DE SOTO - PLYMOUTH
Deafer
405 W. SANTA CLARA ST.
Phone CYpress 3-0113
Open till 8 o’clock
MONDAY titru FRIDAY

101g044111110101110611000,T
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That Cad.

COULD BUY IN WITH

THAT FELLOW
CARSONS
Who runs that motor vhiclebusiness over on The Alameda, you
could put the used car business
in your pile. Thousands of peopl
standing in line at his front door
money, I
chanting, "T k my
force you."

_ WliAT A RACKET
Aid he’s so particular about his
customers. You have to be smart
nough to read and write a little;
him, pretty good ears and eyes:
own an automobile and be able
to prove it, or

HE WON’T DO
BUSINESS WITH YOU
get

CHARGES YOU DOUBLE
And it’s all cash on th barrel
head or he doesn’t want any part
of you. What a business! Just like
the used car business-only different. We’ve got competition!
There are plenty of good used
cars and good used car dalstr:
in this district who are leaning
over backwards to make a deal
now and then. But

THE OLD MAN
RUNS KIND OF A
ONE HORSE OUTFIT
And he ccri do as he pleases. He
can take a load of wood ior
dowl payment ifhe woofs to and
he does. He can fake $2-$3 -or $4 a week on a contract if he
wants to, and he does. He can
sell a car and allow up to 4
years on the balance, if he likes,
and he doe:.
DOWN
PAYMENTS
’47 Lincoln 4 dr.
$250
$175
’46 Chev. 4-dr,
$250
’47 Chew. 45dr.
$225
’46 Cbev.
’47 Ford club coupe
-On .
’49 Buick 4-dr.
.$475
’50 Cadillac 4-dr.
$950
’46 Buick 2-dr.
$295
$295
’47 Pontiac 2-dr.
.....
$295
’47 CadjIlac 4-dr.
’47 Ply. 4-dr.
$275
’46 Olds. 4-dr.
$225
$175
’42 Chev. 2-dr.
’42 Studs. 4-dr. .
$150
’42 Pontiat its an
$1115$145
’41 Buick jedenetfe
’41 Pontiac club coupe
$145
$145
’41 Pontiac 4-dr.
$145
’41 Chev. 4-dr.
’41 Nash 2-dr.
$145
.
$145
’41 Sfude, club coupe
$145
’40 Packard club eaup
$135
’40 Buick 4-dr.
$135
’40 LaSalle 4-dr.
$135
’40 Stud, club coupe
$125
’40 Pontiac 4-dr.
$ 95
’39 Olds
$ 95
’39 Buick
AND SO DARNED MANY MORE
YOU WOULD THINK THEY
WERE 10c A DOZEZN

The World’s largest insurer of automobiles.
Our Motto: "More Insurance for your Dollar."

State Farm Mutual Auto Ins. Co.
DtST. OFFICE: 95 E. SAN ANTONIO

IF
THE OLD MAN

And furtlIrmor if you don’t
around on time, he

RECONDITIONED - .

316W. SANTA CLARA ST.

PRICES THAT BORDER
ON THE
RIDICULOUS

7 Yrs. I 8 Yrs.46.20 1’ 52.80
92.40 1 105.60
138.60 ;-158.40
184;80 211.20
23L00-2(4.00
277.20 316.80
323.40 369.60
.396.60 t 422.40
415.80 475.20
462.00 528.00

Phone CY 2-8677

Open

Suncilytiond intee. til 9:00
THE OLD MAN’S
LONGER TERMS -

THE CROWDED LITTLE LOT AT
THE CORNER OF SO. 151 AND
UNION STS.

743 SOUTH FIRST ST.

